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-,1 am not
anti-student,'
v p ·ca-n didate
Fareed
·tells S.e nate
r

"I am not anti-student. As
chairman ~f a Council, I am
bound to follow the d!!Cisions
made by that Council. Tl}is
does not mean that I am in
agreement with the decisions,
and in this case, I was not."
So said Dr. · Ahmed Fareed;
chairman of the Reading
Department, chairman of the
University Educational Policies Council a d cu rent
candidate for vice-president for
Academic Affairs; to members
of the Student Senate at their
meeting of February 7, regard. ing a memo from the UEPC to
President Ron Williams on
their views of student participation on the Council.
The memo stated agreement
with having students participate in an ex officio (non-voting) capacity, but only under
certain conditions. The fir~t
was to require the Student
Senate to draft a proposal
explaining and outlining ·the
rationale for student presence
on the Council , the definitions
of the students' role 'as a
participants, the selection procedure of participants and the
duration of the participants'
terms.
The UEPC memo also
stated that t hey had t h e
prerogative to meet ' in executive session, exclusive of the
studen ts and that all of -the
participants should be undergradua te students.
- Members of the Senate felt
that t he memo was not only
unresponsive, but condescending , and it p rompted a
commentary in the · Print by
Editor Robert J . Kosinski and ·
a written reply drafted by
· Senator Jacobo Szapiro. It was
t he
commen t ary
which
brought Fareed and Council
members, Dan Bock and Edris
F rederick to the Senate meet ing. It was Szapiro's reply that
met them t here.
The three-page memo, which
received u nanimous approval
by the Senate for· sending to
President Williams, dealt wit h

•

each individual issue as stated
in t he UEPC memo.
On the rationale for student
presence, the memo read :
"UEPC is dealing wit h
issues that affect the education
of the students and, therefore,
their present lives and their
fut ures, including that of
preparation to enter the outside world and being prepared
0 e:
.a...Ju.v,.ua<.
'e- feel
this alone is sufficient reason
to be included in University
Governance."
The memo also stated
reason for students having
equal voting rights with other
members, deplored the Council 's suggested interference in
t he senate selection process
and cited the illegalities of
holding meetings in executive
session.
Fareed said that he believes
in stt!-dent participation on
university _councils and .committees and that eventually
voting rights should also be
included , b ut the present
University Constitution does
not allow for it. "The constitution is a mess!" he added and
said that a move, under the
direction of President Williams
was .being made to totally
revise the constitution. He also
said, however, that completion
of the project could not be
expected for over a year.
Of the UEPC memo, Fareed
said he was in total disagreemen t wit h it. " I did not write
the memo," he said. "It was
written by another member of
the Council with the various
suggestions of other members.
This is not the way I write."
The following day, Fareed
took part in a daylong
interview schedule as part of
t he Search and Screen process
in his candidacy for Vice-president. In an early morning
meeting with s t udents , he
• reiterated his support.
Interviews with other candidates will continue throughout
February and the beginning of
March.
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Dr. Ahmed Fareed explains his views on shared governance at last Monday's Student Senate
meeting. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris}

Job opportunities a boun_d

Day

at
by Ann F. Holda
Tomorrow, February 15,
Career Services will sponsor
their Eighth Annual Government Career Information Day.
The event will be held from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Alumni Hall.
Sixty-three various representatives from the Federal Government, State · of Illinois, Cook
County and t he City of
Chicago will be on hand to
discuss qualifications, job op-·
portunities and answer questions for UNI -students.
Represen tativ es fro m t h e
Northeastern Illinois University Civ il Ser v ice Personnel
Office will be on hand to
supply information for various
civil service positions.
Represen tatives from the
U .S. Civil Service Commission,
Federal Job Information will
be available to s4pply information for the PACE examination and the job register in
general. The PACE examination is used for jobs at the
federal government level. Once
you have passed the exam, you
are listed on a PACE job
register according to the grade
earned. It is impoi;tant to
know when application~ should
be made, where information
about vacancies is posted, and
any speciffc course or courses
you might want to take in
order ·to better "fill the position
in which you are interested .
Mrs. Valerie Gallagher, Directo r· of Career Services ,
encourages all students, especi_a lly sophomores and juniors

to atte.nd this Informa tion
Day. Students at this level
should begin to seek information- regarding future employment . A s has been s t a ted
before, a college d,egree, does
not guarantee anyone a job.
P art time summer work or
volunteer work is often beneficial when looking for full time
employment.
· Due to the increase of
interest within Criminal Justice and Business Management
efforts have been made_ to
include agencies which can
supply information in those
fields. Representatives from
the Illinois Department of Law
Enforcement, and t he State of
Illinois Department of ·Correc-

tions will be present.
Special Educa tion, and Psychology Majors will be inter,
ested in the several Mental
Health Cen ter s , a nd Howe
Development Center which will
be represented. "
UNI students should be ·
a ware of the op portunity
which this Career Information
Day. offers. Information Day· is
an opportunity to find out
who, ' what, when , and the
qualifications needed for future
employment. For those .who
are interested in governmental
positiorrn, and for those who
are investigating all possibilities, Career Information Day
sh ou ld prove to be very
beneficial.
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Dear Print Editor,

After what has happened to
me and others during the past
couple weeks, I have been
moved to write this letter.
First, though, I'd like to
mention the specific incident
that led me to write to you,
Approximately two weeks
ago, I left my jacket in a
washroom and when I returned
four hours later, it was gone.
In a quickly-building panic, I
raced around the school checking with Security, the Lost
and Found (Commuter Cent,er
main office-2nd floor) , the
Sweet Shoppe/Service Desk,
and Information Desk. (While
checking with Security, I
found that my coat was the
fourth to be taken within the
previous 2-3 days. ) It finally
hit me that someone had
actually made off with my
property - there was no other
explanation since the coat
hadn't been turned in. (I've
checked back at the L & , F
since. ) Though I realize it was
my fault for misplacing the
jacket originally, I still believe
it waa an unfair and criminal
act that was committed.
Regarding the "others"
from the first ,sentence, first
par., in talking to a friend
early last week, I discovered
that she 'd had her purse
ripped-off (apparently) from
..

of my day ·at school, it would
only be natural for me to seek
out some gay friends. A club
or organization would be a
channel through which I would
be able to meet with and
discuss mutual problems and
at the same time would allow
been away from the location
me to meet some new people.
for a matter of minutes and
After all , socializing is part of
upon returning saw that the
college life, isn't it?
purse was missing. To give
Another comment I have is
another example of the' rip-off
on the hours of club meetings
events occurring of late in and
. and activities. I work partaround UNI, a ·classmate told
time during the afternoons
me she had g one to a
downtown,
and ther,efore have
neighborhood book store and,
to leave right after classes.
as is the rule, left her books on
the shelf by the store entrance- Since most of the clubs meet
at ·1 p.m., I have no chance to
way. As she was leaving, she.
join any of them, and I feel a
_noticed that .one of the books
little bit left out of things. If
was missing from her pile that
she'd placed "safely" on the they Diet just one ~hour earlier
at noon, I would be able to
shelf.
stay for a meeting once or
twice a week. (This is a hint if
That's the last of my
a gay and lesbian group is
illustrations. Please feel free to
draw your own conclusions.
It's simple enough.

letters
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Acconiing to my friend, she'd

1

Sincerely,
Jean Holda

T01THE .;EQITOR:..
I a~ee wholeheartedly with
The Liberated Person's desir!'5
for singles' events, and MY
request is for activities for gay
and lesbian people. (Gasp!!)
Granted, gay and lesbian
people can and undoubtedly do
attend events aimed at the
general school population, but
events aimed specifically at
gays and lesbians are lacking.
A school as large as UNI
needs something such as a gay
amt lesbian union or club of
some kind. Other universities·
and even high schools in the
Chicago area have them, · so
why not here?
Since I spend a large portion

~ PRJ~•( the official campus newspaper serving North-~
ea~tern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave:,'
Chicago, Ill., 60625, is published each Friday during the .
• regular academic year.
DEADLINE for submitting material is Tuesday 12:00
_noon for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be ·
typed. Late copy or material that does not conform to the
standards set forth under ~RINT publication policy ·will
• be handled accordingly by the editors. The editors of
PRINT will publish at their ·descretion any letters to the
editor, announcements, articles, classifieds, photos, or
other submitted material.
PRINT editors have sole authority governing all
material submitted for publication. The editors of PRINT ·
re~rve the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors
need not accept all submitted material for publication.
Good journalistic standards shall be maintained.
Students are encouraged to,submit LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR. Letters should not exceed two (2) typewritten
pages. Unsigned letters will not be published, but names
will be withheld upon request. Obsenitites are discouraged.
ANNOUNCEMENTS will be accepted from any
student, faculty, administrator, department, or qrganization affiliated with the university. Announcements should
not exceed ½ page typewritten and will be published on a
space-available basis.
CLASSIFIEDS are free to.all students and affiliates of
the university. Classifieds should be limited to 50 typed
words. Classifieds will be published on a space-available .
basis. All Classifieds will remain confidential.
PHOTOS submitted . for· publication become the
property of PRI:r-;T. Photos will be returned upon request
but will not be held for more· than one week. Photos
should include a informative caption (6 lines max.) typed
on a separate sheet.and attached.
. PAID . ADS w_ill be published according to the
agreement the Business Manager and _client. No ads will
be taken over the telephone.
THE PRINT OFFICE is located in E-049, just outside
the Cafeteria on the lower level of the Student Union
Building. The office is normally open from 9:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
. THE OFFICE TELEPHONE number is 583-4050,
extension 508 or 509. After 9:00 p.m., the direct "night
line" is 583-4065.
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ITUf GAM[IM]
started.)
I just .transferred here and
am a little lonely because {
don't kn~w anybody, but I'm ·
sure things ~ change for th~

bettet - and I hope UNI is
open .enotigb'· to accept materials such as this. If not, maybe
l'n;. ~t the wrong school!
A Gay Junior

New course teaches value
of ga~es .in educ<:Ltion
'

by Jakki Freedman

Why . is there a group of
students playing games every
Mondq and Wednesday at
one o'clock in the basement of
the classroom building? Is this
a new club? No; th~se students
are enrolled in a new course,
Games and Intelligence.
Games and Intelligence is
offered' through the Program
for Interdisciplinary Education
(PIE) whose purpose is tq offer
learning experiences in activities that students wouldn't be
able to explore normally.
" I have always been inlier·
ested in ,Mathematical games
like Nim and Sprouts," said
Fred Flener one of the teachers
.of the course.
" This course exposes students to a lot of gan.ies and
teaches them the value of
game in the edu~ation of
children."

" Games can also teach logic
and strategical thinking." said
Mary Kooyumjian the other
instructor of the course. "Decision making, concentration,
and . memorization are all
' needed for learning academic
· skills. "
Games and Intelligence
teaches games for fun, for use
· in teaching and learning
situations, or for sharpening
your wits. Attention is given
to analyzing and developing
strategies for particular
games, and to the cognitive
processes/learning theories involved in game playing.
There are many types of
games taught in the course.
Strategy gEUDes that require
reasoning and concentration,
simulation and role-playing
games that teach values, board
games for skill building and
probability games that based

Outdoor Rec. ·Committee
revives in hig way
1

by Mike O'Malley
For all those students who
find enjoyment in the winter
wonderland. of activities, the
Outdoor Recreation Committee
has revived-itself. Through the
help of Vi Johnson (of the P.E.
,,.Department) and concerned
students who felt a need at the
University for outdoor recreational fun, new activities have
been planned.
At weekly meetings, held
Tuesdays at 1:00 in the
Classroom Building, room
2-109, the students discuss
off-campus events. Upcoming
activites include ski lessons,
ski p~rties, and tubing.
A ski trip to Indianhead has
been planned for March 4, · 5,
and 6th. This trip will provide
an opportunity for students to
. escape the city streets and
enjoy the country slopes. The
cost of the trip is $70.00 and
jncludes: bus transportation,
two days lifts, dinner (on
Saturday), · Continental
breakfast (Saturday and
Sunday), two nights lodging,
ski rental not included.
If you are one of those

interested students.who enjoys
winter fun, join the Outdoor
Recreation Committee. For
more information contact either Jan Junio, ext. 503 or Mike
O'Malley, ext. 505.

on mathematical concepts.
"Some of the thinking that
goes on here is on a higher
level than in some of the math
coursed," Flenner explained. ,
"In math classes often students just sit and take no~s,
while in here they are using
their math skills playing
games. "
. Some of the games taught
are relatively easy games like
Nim, where you put down a
row of lines on a piece of paper
and take turns with an
opponent crossingoff either
one, two of three lines. The
object is to cross off the last
line. Sounds simple, but if you
know the strategy there is no
way your opponent can win.
Other games like chess, can
take years of practice before
one can adequately play the
game using proper strategy.
Upon completion of the
semester, each student must
have completed a file of games
and designed and demonstrated a game of their own. '
·"I really enjoy teaching this
· course." Flenner said. "We
might offer it again next fall ."
But don't try to take this
course for an - easy A. The
course is offered on . a P /1
grading only.

THE STAFF
PRINT is the campus newspaper for Northeastern Illinois
University. Published weekly, this paper is paid for by student
fees and largely the work of Northeastern Students. Materials
published herein are not to be confused with views expressed by
the University administration. PRINT is located in E-049.

Editor-in-Chief ..•...• • .•..............•..... Robert J. Kosinski
Managing Editor •••• • ..•.........•... : ... Robert L. Trahan, Jr.
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Business Manager . • ....•. . .......•........ Carol Jean Zalatoris
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· Diane Poulos, Ka~ Jene Thompson
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commentary

Thrown to the lionsthree such registrations at
"Small ills are the fountains of prerequisite. And after being
junior college and find it
most of our groans. Men trip asked if I had a question, I
the ultimate in the dehumani- ·
not on mountains, they stum- would have been embarrassed
hie on stones.
to ask why bills and grades zation of students, yet it is
Chines Proverb
were late or why the computer carried out on several proby Robert J. Kosinski
had trouble spitting out mailminent campuses·. This is no
reason for instituting a timeA few weeks ago, I was ing ,_labels, after deans and
among a few students (three) facu.'1-ty expounded on their consuming and agravating
event in place of what I felt as
who were .inyJ~ to 1~tte~~ a _. own castastrophes which1 alpresentation. a1'P, ,dis~u9~\?~ r._of ·, ~ost _made me feel .~hat · ~h~ : one of · Noi:th~stern's: most
the new: IBIS ana<• ! $IS[!~ 0students got off pretty·easily .. 0 attractive 'fea:tutieS': ' • - , ·
computer systems ~ hich ''ate' 811Besides, "It's a coniputer
Moch 'feels the' -entire event
currently being outfit ted and problem, but it's been worked · can be handled<1 in ·'five days .
used because it's suppose to be out," has always been an
with none of the • big lines
a good idea and because the adequate answer for me.)
associated -with the idea. ·I feel
Board of Governors says ,so.
And the promise of · big
that he is ~ong and also that
The purpose of the; meeting changes because of the .. ~ew
some administrators tend' to
One hundred twenty~two units of blood were ' donated by
was to have those wno know, system may really come true give "mo.r e: corl.sideration to
students and employees ~of~ Northeastern Illinois University
explain what has been going for students, espe!!ially at
their computers than to the
during a three day Re~--~~ss Blood Drive ·February 7, 8, and 9
wrong, what 's being done registration time.
.
· students.
' initiated by the Office' , ·of Health Services. The Red Cross
about it and when we can
-You see, the system may not
I gu~ss all ·progress is not
Traveling Laborat oi~y•· was'-1 1.lso"' on ' campus to process and
expect a change. The students adapt well to our present forward.
-separate the -samples-bf blood,
were invited because they have system of advance registraRed Cross workers were assisted by members of the LSA
the right to know those things, tion, so Director of Admissions
soroity, the TKE and AXE fraternities, the Little Sisters Chapter
too, but I must admit that I Eric Moch said calmly that the
of TKE, students from the Newman Center, and UNI
felt dwarfed by my lack of university may want to opt for
undergraduates studying medical technology.
Dear Students,
knowledge of computer sys- "arena" registration.
Another campus blood drive is tentatively scheduled for the
As an added comment, I
May/June Summer Trimester.
terns which app!¥1red to .be a
I , myself, have '"en? ure9
, want to -··commend . Dr.
Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris
'. Aluneil - Faieed for accept•:• '""
ing my 'pub~sh~ invitation
to attend the Student
Senate meeting of February
7. After hearing him speak
(see page 1), it is only fair
to concede that, though -a
chairman must speak. for
his Council, the ' Council
· does not necessarily sneak
h I
h
h
t
If you have not yet received
for
for its. ,chairman.
· poor sc o ars ip. T e
'
"a transcript of the grades you ··· second letter will be from the ·-·
RJ.I ( " earned for the fall trimester,
University Counseling Center
.
·
.
. .
, ~:· :. ~.
• "
· ', ·i976, jt,..:may . ,he .. beeaus.e.Ayou _..... 1invitingJ;he-.student: e ~~
" · ,> --, :
- ' ~ .. 3 : :are
ii:~d~~t~ pr!?J;:a ~ on.-,., : :. - ~~i ~ ~Bf'i
,q!;J;he'.~;,
~
:,t: •·,o~ _., ~ • - : • ~ ans~rjpts .li~\i~· 9~ri"..1ini::::..csery~c~.1~e, c :~P~~l;o'~ijf~~~.E? '!~,
by Robert J. Kosinski
be decided by t~e senate ~nch~ '
avoidably he~q ' up ,fpr -- thq~e ~ .•.~ ~JRv,,the 1~~~ <,i ~ll;~ . ,,9~~(cpm.~ ;;
The Student Supreme Court _not to exceed fiv~ ~o~rs: - .
, _
.
~- ·- . ' .· . ·' ·
_ stQ:~ents whose cumul~tive
successful. ~n·,:! OO\'Ml~"ilg __pis 1~
of Northeastern has better - Schedules of each . senator .·
r: .
·.
".• gra de pptnt ave.rage, as, a. rec;<>r,d. .
.
'.;;
defined the responsibilities of are also to be put on file -~nthe .. 0
tes~ lt ~f the grades they
"~lasses have now b~en
members of the Studen t Student Gove.r nment Office. ,-.,
·
.,-·-:;.
,
received ·at· the -end of the, fall · meetmg for more than five
Senate according to a -vague
The question of respons10ili-~
·
<
trimester, ·are now less than
weeks, " Ms. Mccreery remarkrefe.rrance• in the current . ty . was brought before the .
the 3.0 required. to be in good
ed, "and mid-terms' will soon
Student Constitution.
Court by Senator· Jacobo
, .
}
•
·
standing.
be coming up. Therefore, it is
According to a unanymous Szapiro., Szapiro asked for
However , Ms . McCreary ,
MOST important that studecision by Justices Dennis Constitutional interpretation
Coordinator of Academic Addents, arrange appointments
Shaw and Jeff Einbinder, and of senatorial duties based on
An elect ion . to fill twelve - visement, University Counsel- ~ with counselors without furChief J_ustice Howard Smyles, Amendment II of the Student j;pos,i ti,qns on the Stude_nt_ , i ingf Centert ·reports- that";:she- • ther delay. It is not necessary
each ' senator shall be required Constitution, particularly Sec- Senate will . take place . on ., hasJ tbeeh in:foimtid ' tnatr. these'.f-. to wait for either the letters or
to schedule office hours. The -tion 5.
.
February 22 anp 23 ,at the · reports are now being process: • transcript s of .your fall grades,
number of hours per week is· to
The amendment re'ads: ~ ,< -• · main campus and-· the .four ; ed ·for mailing. Within the·nex t · ·'if you·1 have a sucpicion that
" . . . a senator/ Officer has
off-cam~s centers (Center for '. we·~k or' so, you · *ill be · -''you may be on probation. Stop
the duty to:
.make
Inner (;ity Studies, Westside,
rec~iving your transcript. You by NOW so that we can help
him/ herself available to stu- Uptown and El Centrp.)
will also receive two letters.
you before any more time goes
dents regularly and to discuss
. Petitions for placement on
One will explain the scholastic by."
Student Government and its
the ballot are ;available in the
policy wliich requires that the
The Center is particularly
of eration."
St ud ent Government- offjce
students whose cumlative interested in seeing those
;;S~eiro felt_tha~_- the bulk of ~nd will b,~ ..,due today . by
grade point average falls below students who may have been
U "' the Student Government work riiidnight. ·, _i ·, · · ,the required 3.0 (C), be given off campu-s for · two or more
was being done by wo . few
k Print -will be taking photos
one trimester to earn grades trimesters . Without hearing
The 19T7 Nor th'~a t te~n , poopf~. He thought that . too
of candid~tes today and tomor- · . necessary to bring his average from the student, it is possible
Homecoming .(~~ti; iti~s'. hav~ many ; e_n ators were taking row, between the hours of 10
up to 3.0, thus returning his for the Center not to be aware'
been rescheduled for Friday,
their duties for granted and
a.m. and 5 p.m. in the Print
record to good _standing. that he may be having
February 18.
- · were confining their participaOffice.
Should the student not be difficulty.
As you may recall , hazard- tion to attending the Student
Any student is eligible to
successful, he will be dropped
ous , road conditions and ex- Senate meetings which are run for the Student Senate.
tremely cold weather forced scheduled every other Monday
An election for students
the school to close down on the evening.
running for positions on the
original date of January 28.
The Senate was informed of Commuter Center Board· of
The festi vities will begin the Court's decision at its
Managers will be held tomorBy popular demand, the Northeastern Full line Vending
with a banquet at 5:30 p.m. in meeting of February 7, . but hte row and Wednesday in the
Program now offers a wide variety of nect~s and
Alumni Hall. At 7:30 p.m. the number of required office
Village Square, between the
unsweetened juices, Hostess Twinkies, cupcakes, pies and
UNI Golden Eagles will face • hours· has not, _a s yet, been
hours of l0 a.m. _and 4 p.m.
·other'items never· before seen . .
Circle Campus of the Universi- decided on.
and 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. for night
If anyonehas suggestions for other items they would like
ty of Illinois.
- The Student Supreme Court
students.
to see in the machines, they should jot them down and se_nd
· · The Homecoming Dance, . was created in 1974 unper a
The Board of Managers is
them to the Commuter Center Vending Program, or Call
featuring Chicago's own rock Constitutional amendment. A
the policy-making body of the
Ext. .331.
group, Synod, will commence decision of the Court can only
Commuter Center Student
after the game and last until be overruled by the University
Union. There are ten student
midnight.
President.
members.
1

Are-YOU on
academic probation?

Supreme Court
on Senate
respons,1•b1•11•ty
._ _

·,.

. _. :· ·i::.-. ,, _ :. Senate ·B oard ·.
f' M '•;
anagerS ·

lo ' h<J'ld

a

Homecoming
reschedule .~.~:}..
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WOMEN'S TENNIS: All girls interested in playing tennis for
the women's team hi the fall , contact Marjie Jennings. The team
at present has a conditioning program which is mandatory for fall
participation. If you are enrolled now and plan to be in the fall
and you wish to play next fall you are required to attend these
work-outs. Please contact Marjie Jennings in Physical Education
' Office or call Ex. 480. or sign up on bulletin board by the gym.
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Tired of insights but
{
no changes?

J
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THE YOUNG SOCIALISTS ALLIANCE meets every
THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will meet the second and fourth ;:;:helps initiate change. Free inter-;:;:
:;::
view. Sliding fee scale.
:;::
Tuesday in room 2-031 in the classroom building. Come and see . Tuesday of each month during the Winter Trimester at 1:00 p.m.
f
Session - Sat. 9-11am }
what we're all about.
in room S-325. Programs for the Trimester will_be announced at
( Terry Barton 477-4606 (
the appropriate times. The clubis open to all university students
.
INTRAMURAL BADMINTON ORGANIZATIONAL meet- interested in the realm of Psychology. All are invited to atJ;end to :!:....·.•.·.·.......:.._.:........:.·.·:... _. . _. ...._.. ·.·...·..:..:.·:...\~
ing in Gym Con Tuesday, February 15 at.the 1:00Activity hour. share your ideas and _help in the organization of existing plans
"U.S. GOVER NMENT
Come prepared to play. If there 'is enought interest we will set up and the invitation of new programs.
SURPLUS DIRECTORY"
a tournament•and begin to play immediately. Come on over and
How and- whre to buy
beat the birds with us-. It's a :great game for fun and fitness. Sign
A RESUME AND EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION SE-M- ·
thoui,~nds of ~rticles at a
up on· the Bulletin Board butside of the Gym office. See Marjie NAR will be held on Tuesday, February 22, 1977 between 1:00
fraction
of _origipal cost
•Jennings or call ext. 480.
p.m. ·and . 3':o6 p.m. in CC 216. Anyone who is interested in '
.
including:
jeeps, · motorpreparing an appropriate resume and ~al,iplying for a jolfl or
.
cycles,1
iicooters,,
aircraft,
WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM BROWN BAG SEMINAR position is invited 'to attend. Sponsored by S.A.M.
'. '. '\
series preaent guest speaker, Jeanne Baly, a UWW student and
·boats, musical instrumember of a Christian Feminist group. She will lead a discussion
ments, calculators, typeTHE P RESIDENT .AND PUBLISHER OF PIONEER .
'on the topic of WOMEN IN THE CHURCH. This seminar will PRESS INC. will speak at the next S.A.M. (Society for the
writers, clothing, etc.
be meeting•on TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, at 1 PM in the Advanc-ement of Management) at 10:00 a.m. Room CC217,
Send $1 .50 Markscolor Labs
COMMUTER CENTER room 214. Women and Men are invited. February 15, 1977. Refteshments will be served. Questions are
Box 570, Glen Cove, NY 11542
Refreshments·will be available.
invited and encouraged. Business ·and Management, Economic,
'
LUN CH. DINNER & LAT~ SNACKS
and all areas of learning are welcome.
·
VISIT THE VILLAGE SQUARE on 2-14-77 ... The little sisters of
PIZZA IN THE PAN .
TKE will be selling special VALENTINE'S DAY cookies. Buy
NATIONAL STUOENT SPEECH AND. HEARING ASSOCICocktails '
•
Char-broiled Gulliburgers
one (or two or three) for Y.OUr sweetie!
ATION is proud to announce that WILLIAM STEWART will
.Ribs • Chic.ken • Steaks
give a lecture entitled "Diagnosis and Treatment of an Aphasic in
THE WOMEN'S STUDIES RESOURCE CENTER, located in a Hospital Setting. " The lecture is scheduled for Thursday, Feb.
Room 0-041 of the Classroom Building has NEW HOURS: 17, at 1:00 in room 2-031. Everyone is invited to attend.
MONDAY ; TUESDAY, 11-1 ; WEDNESDAY, 2-4;
THURSDAY, 10-12 ; FRIDAY, 11-1.
"One of a whole new generation of Black blues musicians."
THE SON SEALS BLUES BAND will perform "simple but
RESTAUR.ANT & PUB
direct expressions of gut emotion," " honest hard-drivin' blues"
8808MILWAUKEE AVE .
Phone 298-2100
GERMAN CLUB FASCHING PARTY.
Tues. Feb. 15 at 1:00 in the Aud. A FREE CCAB Concert.
(corner MIiwaukee & Dempster)
Fasching time is here and we're celebrating it according to
2727 W. Howard St. 338-2166
German custom. Admission with costume only. Sat. Fe&. 19 at
LADY-SINGS THE BLUES, the life of Billy Holdiay superbly8:00 p.m. For further details and reservations come to the portrayed by Diana Ross will be screened Tues. Feb. 15 at 7:30
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
meeting Feb. 15, 1:00 p.m. in 2-020.
p.m. in the Aud. Tickets for all Rollem Productions are free with
UNI ID and $2 without.
VETERANS ... Problems, needs, ideas and gripes ...get them off
5607 North Kimball
Chicago, Ill. 267-6676
your ·chest and maybe even find some answers. Attend the next
THE PRODUCERS, one of Mel Brooks first masterpieces is a
•
meeting of the N ortheastem Illinois Veterans Association, Friday hilarious tale of getting rich quick in the Theatrical world. Don't
HOT DOGS; CHEESE DOGS, CHILI
February 18, 8 PM at the clubhouse 4336 N. Western. Meetings miss this Unicorn Film Wed. Feb. 16 at noon in the Unicorn. It's
DOGS, CORN DOGi,, HAMBURGERS,
CHEESE BURGERS, GYRO BURGERS, .
are' open ~ all veterans and concerned individuals. Information FREEi ·.
,. BARBEQUE & ITALIAN BEEF,
'will be available on the fate of the Illinois State Military
POLISH & ITALIAN SAUSAGE,
Scholarship. Be there. Phone 478-7778. Regular meetings on the
CHILI, TACOS, BURITTOS,
CCAB once again joins all other UNI organizations in saluting
TAMALES, PIZZA STEAK, FR IES ,
l~t, 3rd and·5th Ftiday of each month, sam~ place, same time.
our 1977 HOMECOMING! It has been rescheduled for Friday,
MUSH.ROOMS, CHICKEN, SHRIMPS;
February 18 and is filled to the brim with exciting activities no
SHAKES; ICE CREAM
.
ELECTIONS for the position of STUDENT SENATQR will be one should miss.
serve pizza too!
·
held on the 22nd and 23rd of February. Twelve positions are to be
UNI SPECIAL
' filled. Petitions can be picked up in the Student Government
DR. ANTHONY KOPERA, professor in the Psychology
10% Discount on Purchases .
Office, room E212. Petitions must be returned by Feb. 14th.
· Bepartment,
serve as moderator on a panel dealing with
Vl!ith UNI I.D. Card
career opportunities for the B.A. in Psychology. The workshop,
KLAL YISROEL will present a discussion on the . roots of part of a career day sponsored by the Student Development
anti-semitism and its more recent forms on Tuesday, Feb. 15 at 1 Committee of the Illinois Psychological Association, will take
p.m. Arthur Sabine, Professor of History at John Marshall Law place on Saturday, February 19, 1977 at Loyola University, 820
' School will be the guest speaker. Sabine was formerly part of the N. Rush St., Chicago, Illinois.
·
teaching faculty at Northeastern and held the rank of Professor
ATTENTION: Announcing the formation of an on campus
of History at the school for 13 years. All students are invited to
: Hollywood Bed 49.95 :
APBA
BASEBALL LEAGUE (for those of you who do not know
attend this discussion in room cc216.
,.. Twin Matt & Box 54.00
what APBA is,..it is a compterized dice game). For those of you
Full Matt & Box 59.00
· ALPHA CHI EPSILON is holding a rare meeting this Sunday, who do know anri love.it, unite with other APBA freaks and help : Sofa Bed
94.95 ,._
February 13, 1977 at 7:30 p.m. for the purpose of planning the us form the greatest league ever. If interested contact Tedd ,t- Folding Cot
49.95 ,t
Activities for 1977, and welcoming any new students who might Mallasch at 463-7853. If you like baseball, but have- hever played
Pl!lows
1.90
have an interest in our Fraternity. The address is 1630 W. Lunt APBA contact me anyway (for the game is simple to learn). ·
Ave., and the name on the door is Gilbert. AXE is open to all
FOOTBALL: Any new students who want to play football _in
UNI male students and the purpose is sociable, serviceable and the fall should leave his 1) name, 2) telep~one n~ber, 3) wli:
·. . anct Put 1·t ·in
fraternal. Check us out.
position
. the physical education office (by gym)·
lt
4835 N. Kedzie
lt
the football box ..
ANTI-SEMITISM IN THE N?'S Art Sabine, Professor of
Head coach, Dan Lanno .,._
267-2870 .
Law at John Marshall Law School, discusses the roots of
THE WOMEN'S STUUt.l!:S RESOURCE CENTER has new ' lt_.............-'M-.......... ,._
anti-semitism and its more recent appearances. Tuesday,
February 15, 1 p.m.-2p.m., room 216 CC. Sponsored by Klal hours for use dµring winter trimester. Anyone taking Women's :..,,.••••••• .-~,: : · ...... • • • • • • • • ·:
. Studies courses will find this room very helpful as an aid ' to
Yisroel.
research the topics of women and the Women's Movement.
~ W
ON TUESDAY, FEB. 15, 1977, THE CAREER SERVICES .Monday ..,.. 12-2 p.m. ···
A.
OFFICE will sponsor its 8th Annual .Government Career Tuesday - 9-11 a.m.
Wednesday
12-2
p.m.
Information Day from 9:30 a.m.· 4:00 p.m. in Alumni Hall.
Sixty-four federal, state, county, and city agencies will b~ Thursday - 4-6 p.m.
represented. Informational brochures about each agency, and the Friday - 11-1 p.m.
:C <S v ~
qualifications for employment will be available for anyone · The Resource Center is located in the basement of the Classroom
'
.
V @t5i
~W~,
/
Clt:@
attending. A wide variety of organizations will be present. While Bldg. Rm. 0041.
not all agencies will be recruiting, several are, and a number have
HELPl!IIII!!! HELP!!!!!!!!! Stageplayers are-in desperate need . •
projected needs for certain college grauduates. It is a worthwhile
of
old, worn, men's and women's coats. (We'll use them for
event for everyone, but especially for prospective UNI graduates
costuming
purposes.) Jackets, car coats, and full length coa~s are
U, c-, · "
or alumni seeking information on career alternatives which they
needed.
If
you'd
'like
to
donate
any
coats,
please
bring
them
0
~
~
can consider. Everyone !Sinvited to attend.
room F-110 (by the Little Th_eatre) and place them on a table
.._ trld'0
marked PUT COATS HERE. Any coats not used will be donated
~
MOZART'S MAGiC will be presented by the Opera Workshop
to
the
Salvation
Army.
Your
help
would
be
greatly
appreciated.
on February 23rd and 25th at 7:30 p.m. in the Auditorium.
Any questions? Call X 539 and talk to Dick Healer. Thanks. P.S.
"''"''"""""
Tickets- are free for students with a UNI I.D. For · more
We need hangers too. They can be brought to ·the s~e place.
infonriatiori call ext. 560.
\
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More VP candidates
scheduled for interviews
The Search and Screen ment at Northeastern Illinois
Committee for Vice President University since 1973. Prior to
for Academic Affairs has that (1967-72) he was involved
selected nine candidates to in various experimental acainvite to the campus . for demic programs and taught
interviews. Each candidate will English courses at the Univermake a brief presentation and sity of Hawai. In addition he is
answer questions from the a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
University Community from
has been active in committee
1:00 · 2:00 p.m. in Room 1-001 work, and has an active
followed by a reception from participation in scholarly asso2:05 - 3:00 p.m. in the ciations. He has published in
Commuter Center, Room CC- the area .of non-traditional
216. All members of the education and is the founder of
University Community are both a periodical and a
invited to attend these ses- newsletter.
sions.
Below is a list of the Charles Mack Evans
candidates w~th brief biogra- [Wednesday, February 23,
phies and interview dates.
1 1977];
Since 1972 Dr. Evans has
Reynold Feldman (Friday,
been Associate Provost for
February 18, 1977):
Undergraduate Education at
Dr Feldman, who received the State University of New
his B. A. Magna Cum Laude, York, Central Administration.
M. A. and Ph .. D. in English His previous responsibilities
from Yale University (1960, were Acting Vice-President for
1962 and . 1966 respectively), Academic Affairs at State
has been the Director of the University College of Arts and
Center for Program Develop- Sciences, Plattsburgh, New

announce1nent
. continued
" THE ARVE CONNECTION" Modern dances will perform in
the Auditorium March 11 and 12, 8:00 p.m. UNI students free:
Info: Dance Dept. 666.
·
Orch e sis Dance Classes: Modern with Lynee DiCianni,
Tuesday 2-3:15, Jazz with Jerry James, Thursday 4-5:15. FREE
TO ALL!

VETERAN S: Having trouble coping with school? Got
problems? W hat else is · new? Join the Northeastern Illinois
Veterans Association. We're all in it together, but it seems easier
when you stick together. Information available in the Veterans
Affairs Office, 0008.
THE UNI VETS CLUB would like t ~ thank all those who h~ve_
helped us in our drive to collect ·t he labels from Vets dog fo?d . .
These labels are wort h money to the Pilot Guide Dog Foundation
who usE: the money to provide free seeing eye dogs for the· blind.
We are going to continue to collect these labels. Anyone who
wishes to help can leave labels at the Veterans Affairs Offic~,
0008 or a t the Vets Club Clubhouse, 4336 N. Western.

l

Janette Harrison-Saggitarius
Sophomore~Music: ·
Yankee Doodle Dandy

York (1974-75), Assistant University Dean for University
Colleges, SUNY, Central Administration (-1 970-72), and
Assistant to the Vice-Chancellor at SUNY, Central Administration (1966-70). From 1964
to 1966 he was General
Counselor, Office of Student
Affairs, at the Urii~ersity of
Oklahoma. His degrees are-as
follows: B. A. in Government
History , University of Oklahoma, M. P. A., University of
Tennessee, and Ph. D., ·university of Oklahoma. His
expertise is in the area of
Political Science, and some of
his publications are concerned
with the political theory of
Thoreau.

John Cownie
[Friday, March 4, 1977]:
Dr Cownie received his B. A. •"
in Physics from Loyola Uni- ·
versity in Los Angeles, an M.
A. in Physics, an M. A. in
Economics; and Ph. D . in
Economics from the University of Southern California (in
1961, 1964, 1966 and 1967
respectively)., Since 1975 he
has served as Associate Provost at Federal City College.
In addition to his academic
responsibilities (1968-75) at
Federal City College, Dr.
Cownie served as Economic
Program Convener, has held
divisional responsibilities and
in 1975, served as Special
Assistant to the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and
Provost. His research interests
and publications relate to
development economics; American Political Economy and
Labor Force Development.
"-.·

.~.

<'

David Ballesteros
[Tuesday, March 8, 1977]:
Dr; Ballesteros, who received his B. A . in Spanish from
the University of Redlands, M.
A. iri Spanish from Middlebury College, and Ph. D. in
Latin-American Studies from
the University of Southern
California (1955, 1958 and 1968
respectively), has been Dean of
the School of Arts and
Sciences at California State
University, Sacramento since
1973. Prior to that he taught
at the secondary and university levels. In addition, Dr.
Ballesteros has been active in
various professional associations an'd has participated in
national and international conferences / committees. He _ has
published a~d lectured in the
area of bilingual education.

Joel Morris Rodney
[Thursday, March 10, 1977]:
Dr. Rodney received his
B. A. Cum Laude in History
from Brandeis University (in
1959) , and his Ph~i> . in
English and History from
Cornell University (in 1965 ).
Sicne 1967 he has served as
Acting Provost Widener College. In addition to his
academic responsibilities at
Widener College, he has held
such posit ions ( 1973-76) a s
Dean of Arts and Sciences,
Acting Director of Teacher
Education, Director of ParaLegal Studies, and Chairman
of the Creative Arts Program.
He has held academic appointments at various colleges and
universities (1963-73). He is
the recipient of numerous
grants, has delivered a number
of professional addresses and ·
has published articles in the'
area of History.
',

,.,

Williams inauguration .~~t f oi
Exciting pians are in the
making for President Williams' Inaugural Week, May :
7-12, 1977. According to
Blanche Hersch, ·Chairperson
of the Inaugural Committee, -

pietUi-e poll )
by Cindy Hagerty

Pedro Sanchez-Libra
Freshman:
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest

Mary Locke Eysenbach
[Wednesday, March 2, 1977]:
Dr. Eysenbach is presently
Dean of Curriculum at Grinnell
College. Her previous adminis; trative experiences were Director of the Women Studies
Program, University of Wash- .
ington, and as a U. S. Foreign
Services Officer in Germany
and Greece. She has two B: A.
degrees in Economics from
Reed College and Oxford, and
her Ph. D. in 1970 is from
Stanford University. She has
taught Economics at Grinnell
College, University of Utah,
and University of Washington,
is a member of Phi Beta
Kappla, was a Fulbright .
Scholar, and received a National Science Foundation Fellowship. Her publications are
all in the field of Economic
. Research.

Leon E. Boot~ e
[Friday, February 25, 1977]:
Dr. Boothe received both his
·.B , A. in Social Studies and M.
A. in American History at the
University of Missouri (in 1960
and 1962 respectively), and his
Ph. D. in American History
(1966) from the University of
Illinois. Since 1972 he has
served as ' Dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences at George
· Mason University in Fairfax,
Virginia. Prior to that he
taught at the University of
Mississippi and at the University of Illinois. In addition to
his academic responsibilities,
Dr. Boothe has been active in
various scholarly associations.
He has published and is an
expert on Far East and Middle
East History.
...

PRINT

Mona Kukla-Scorpio
Junior-Math:
Kelly's Heroes

"Cultural;-,,artistic, and social
happenings are now being
scheduled. We hope that UNI
students, faculty, and staff
will all become ·involved in the
planning · of one or more
activities, and that everyone
wilLattend as •many events a:sv'
they can."
Currently, tlie Inaugural
Committee is asking . depart:
men,ts , clubs , groups, and
individuals in the school to
plan displays for an Academic
Fair which will kick off
Inaugural Week activities on
Saturday, May 7th. Throughout the Fair, the committee
an~ President Williams hope

' Matt Vocoun-Virgo
Freshman-Speech
Godzilla Meets the Smog
Monster

May·

community people, guests
from other schools, and people
from the Chicago area and the
state will come to our campus
and learn· -more about our
activities, our students, and
our goals.
Alumni Hall will be the
center of the Fair, but other
areas on campus may be used
to accomodate the exhibitors
and large expected crowds. An
informal Academic Fair meeting will be held on Wednesday,
February 9 , at 2 p .m . in _
CC-217. he committee ask that
representatives fro~ campus
group attend to discuss possible ideas.

Cara Noren-Aquarius
Sophomore-Music:
The Graduate
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_ta}cen away to be Sl)ent
. l ~h ange.? T_od ay _pursµit 9f ex_ce__llence and ru_g h
- - .not .as. . way ,,,or soc1a_
you choose, but as the changing concerns can be met
·
standards. Si.rch · a notion
is ··
government chooses, with help m
· a more nrt·10na l , more
foreign to a cocoon society,
from special interests, natural- c1v1
· 'lized , yet more eff~tive
like China, wher e a dull
ly. The assumptions ran as manner.
mediocrity passes for the goal
follows: (1) The corporations
New y ork magazme
· recent1y
of an anthill civilization under
th
t
2
n.nald
D
.
n~eslow
polls
1
'
nd1"cat
e
we
fear
t
he
are
againS
"
e
people"
.
(
)
had
a
cov
·
er
art1'cle
statm·g the·
· . Th e d rive fpr
w,
commumsm
by no
_ The corporati on s can only Sevent1·es as T'he " Me" Dec·
c1v
self:expression
"A t1·mely PRINT art1·c1e will
growth of b1'g government, we_
· iliz'ed
serve as illustration of the
continually- seek new governpartially be account able to ade. It is indicative of the new
t hrough infor med t hough t
com b a t s k neeJer
m·ent 1·n1't1·at1'ves, wh1'ch 1·neV1·tGovernment, ergo (3 ) Govern- nat1·onal mood . Note that th1's
· · k 1"deo logy and
Phenomena Occurrl·n· g not only
at Northeastern, but nation- _ably enlarge the size and scope
ment should assume an infin- does not necessitate abandonhysterical cries for immediate
of government 1·tself." Two
itely ,larger role in " th e ment of soc1'al goals but .ra ther act·10n. Self-re1·1ance is the one
WI.de .· The reappearance of
formerly- disdained values to
qualifications are necessary to
people's" everd ay lives, obs- a more practical means of fo rce which can d eter the
tensibly to protect ·them. Left reaching those goals. Also, the collectivist , smothering type of
maximize the development of
this. statement. First, certain
both society and t he individgroup_s have a vested interest
unanswered insocialiS t dreams
maxim of " self-interest of one s ociety inherent in state
th
- self·1·nterst of a 11" m
·
conse
'
rvat1
'
sm
m
·
havm
·
g
government
pan
·
der
is
,
who
Big
Bro
er
is
· the soc1a
· lism. Next. week we will
Ual. This .new
to
. the1•r· 1'nterests while others - accoun table to. Can so powerlong -run mam
· ta1·ns 1•n;.1'v1'dual
Ul
see w h a t f orces can · be
can be Seen as. disregarding
certain of the purely mechanis(the taxpayers) pay for such
ful . a nd absolute a force be
freedom and dignity while identified as representative of
·
c
respons'es
of
the
old
s_ubs1
"dizat1·on.
But
thi"s
does
tamed by democracy? Now
achiev1·ng ·a h1'gher standar d of th'1s new m
· div1'dualism, and
tl
these growing intrusions _are in
philosophy in favoe of apprecnot mean the general public is
living for all than State what forces, left over from an
iating long run benefits to
given· the chance to scrutinize • conflict wi th th e new individsocialism or communism could earlier, ·more impulsive era,
the hundreds of billi"ons of
ualism in several ways. Gov- ·o· bta1·n . - Permeat1'ng nearly seek to •un d ermme
· 1t
· . It ,ay be
l·ncrease overall welfare. We
are now entering what is best
dollars pouring yearly into the
ernm~nt has ·gone beyond
every segment of society is "the surprising to see that the very
identified as. The Age of social program drain. Secondenablmg equal opportunity for
removal of pressur,e to simplis- institutions being lauded- as
Enlightened Individualism.
-ly , the va-st .majorit y of -- -all (civil · rights ►, - -preventing - tical identity with an i deology - encouraging the betterment of
In adressing Northeastern's
Government expenditures are
abuses of power (antitrust),
~ecause of _a ge, sex, or race, as society a ctually a ct as a
=.cc-"'f;fst Blceri fenn'rafgrad1fates:=··=-unforit roHa ole7. 'iif' the~ sen--s-e·,cc -_4pd _(I~~-P:. J~r 9 v.lc:ljJI_g__.{91;.__1l.~?S~ - __1( ~_the~e bi <:>l~fil,ca! _c;:!_l..!1,!:ll!e.._l;fil":,._,_._c!e.terent .to such a goal. The
State Comptroller Dr. Michael
that their growth is dependent
who truly cannot help themistics were the determinants-of -. nyprocrTsf evicl.entin - tne · --·"'
Bakalis called for an appropupon legislative mandate ratselves (welfare). Whereas, the
a person's attitudes and interests behind these governriate reaffirmation for the very
her than economic or social
new current th0ught is more
beliefs. Such collectivist op- ment edicts will be examined
values which enabled a Bicentreality.
personal, more pri~ate, more pressiveness has been thought- and exposed.
ennial celebration, self-reliance .. We must ask why this
t<Jlera?t, government, at the
fully rejected by the people in
and self-dettermination, using Enlightened. Individmilism has ·- proddmg _of the V~sted interfavor of informed, peaceful
college as a means of obtaining come about. The reality of
e~ts, c~ntmue_s on its geometindividual action. A more
those characteristics. The grim history points _tl_1e way. Illust- rica~y-mcreasmg way of · aspracti~al denominator is being
alternative, which has been rative examples abound ~f the · summg more responsibility for
established for relationships,
spreading at a frightening rate folly and failure of paternalist- all - to th e det~ent of all.
namely the individual himself.
around the world is described ic socialism as evidenced by
Reme~ber the vwle~ce and
Important also, as Bakalis
as a contradiction pervading the liberal's drive for big anguJsh accompanymg the
stated, was the desire for the
, our culture today, namely government. in the last decade,
Ambulance driver relates El horror
_w~nting something for noth- which will be examined . in
ing. A . r eiiult of . decades of detail next ·week. ·Suffice it to· ever-growing dependence on· say that as the faith in big
big (Brother) government,
government, that - piilar of
state has now been produced state socialism, has declined, a
whereby the first-thought an- more realistic mood ·has begun.
ran in the back, yelling to me,
by Frank S . Jacobson, E.M.T.
walked back 'to the ambulance
swer lies in the . extension of A new approach synthesizing
"Frank, get your boots,_coat,
On Friday, February 4th,
43 with our equipment. As
economic
and
social
man
must
government power. Little is
and helmet. We're going to a. soon as I loaded the boxes on
1977, at 3:00 p.m. , I was
thought of the long-term be enacted to produce a
t rain wreck ." Dr. James the ambulance, we l1eard that
sitting
my
work
at
Illinois
effects upon the collective will ' concerned individualist... one
Ekeberg,
Family Practice Re- · there was still people trapped
Masonic Medical Center' s •
for self-help. ~-Bakalis states: - who pursues his beliefs withsident· and Emergency PhysiEmergency
R~m.
It
started
underneath the second car. We
" Part of our economic woes in . out. coer"cing others to follow,
cian-also was asked to go. Just
out as a typical day, with
eit~er
socially
or
economibtlly.
then proceeded to the second
this State arrd in~ this nat-i~n
people complaining of stuffyi ; as these orders caI_Ue, a Fire car, but then heard that the
are due t o ever-1ncreasfog Now a pertinent interjection' is,
Department ambulance . pulled
noses and colds for one week,
demands ' onto t he' ·part of • 'in what areas our pnisent
up with a patient with chest victims were dead.
stomach
pains
for
four
days
Then I just walked around
A mericans to have their system circumvents this - propains. As soon as that patient
and hangnails for one month.
cess.
An
ever-increasing
share
looking
at the wreckage ,
government do things for
was unloaded, we all piled into
The weather outside was
of · people's income is forcibly
looking
at
the tons of twisted
t hem. At the saine time, recent
the back of ambulance #43
warm compared to what it had
steel.
l.t look as if a child had
with a disaster box and headed
been in recent weeks; the''sky
taken his t oy t r ain s and
· to Lake and Walbash.
was bark and overcast~ Even
pushed them off tracks. The ,oil
Upon arrival at the scen:e, I
though it was just like any
stepped out of the ambulance from the wheels slowly- dripped
othe·r work day, something
into the streets. Books, purses,
and looked North on Wabash,
seemed different.
shoes , a nd gloves were
and saw a train ear dangling
Our work continued in the
from the elevated structure being thrown into the streets
- Emergency Room ·until about
soaked with blood. People that
and another car lying on its
5:30 p.m. when our " Hotline"
were
on the last few cars of
side on the ground. As I
phone from Wesley's Emer· that train waited in line in a
walked closer, I saw even
gency Room rang, it's red light
another
car in front of that restaurant t o use t he teleflashing brilliantly. We had
one,
also
on it's side. By this phone. Firefighters , priva te
been notified of _a downtown
time
it·was
six o 'clock and all ambula:pce personnel, _;md pe: ..
train accident with approxi·
of
the
victims
were gone. Then destrians. just stared at the
mately 300 injuries:· Immediwe
heard
that
a man was wreckage.
ately, we turned our radio in:
. trapped in the first car. Dr.
Today, Monday after the
the utility room to the news
Ekeberg
and
I
ran
to
the
first
.
crash,
I heard just one of the
and heard that people were
car
where
we
met
Dr.
Joseph
numerous
s~ries of t~e people
trapped in the trains. People
Cari, the ·Chicago Fire Depart- tha~ v:e~e killed. ~ girl was to
could be heard screaming in
ment physician. He said that gr~a~ate De Pauls Law school
. Research S,en,lces, lac.
the background. I turned on
he had something half pinned , ~ tha~ e';enitil' bilt died in the
, 407 S. DEAR~ORN • ROOM600
my fire department m9nitor .
underneath
the train, and that· . acc1d~nt. A personal story
CHICAGO. ILL 60605
and heard the fire Commissionwe should stand by to receive involves my brother. He
._____;,,;.;..;...;.;...;.__ _ _...;.(3_1_2..;,)_9_2_2_-o_:J_e_o_ _...;.._ _..,1
er, "Send us six disaster bags,
the victim. Inside the train, 1 normally takes the Milwaukee
could hear the sounds of saws
home. That day, he
-•
.
•
•
•
Main."
"Message
received
•
■
.t
•
.
· ■ t 2-1-3." (Main is the fire alarm and the motors of Hurst rescu~ subway
decided to take the RavensI■-•
• 4lr • . .
"'"
t41r office and 2-1-3 is the commis- tools and the sound of firemen wood. Luckily, he was on the
grunting as they moved the train behind the one that went
sio;~iie I was listening to the .
twisted steel of the seats. I over.
6137 N. Northwest Hwy:
reports of where p~ple were
looked
inside the first car; it
Now you may be asking how
being taken, Dr. Vera MorkoPOCKET BILLIARDS - 3 CUSH ION BILLIARDS - FOOSBALL
looked as if someone had taken I got my title "Dedicated to
vin,
Medical
Director
of
ErnerELECTRONIC GAMES - AIR HOCKEY - AND MORE
the car and painted the inside the Service of Mankind." That
gency Medicine was on the
red
. Books, gloves, shoes,
is the Motto of Illinois
Present this ad or your UNI I.D. Card
phone tryin~ to determine
hats,
and
newspapers
were
all
Masonic Medical Center. I,
For every hour you play, we'll give
what was happening and what
over the train. A few moments and the victims, feel it's true
an additional 30 minutes FREE!
we should do.
later, Dr. Cari had told us that for all who helped at the
....
OPEN DAIL y
•
Expires
.
All of- a sudden from the
the victim had died. .
disaster,
•
10.A.M .-1 A.M .
•-•••
February 24 . .- ■1 fron~ of the emergency roo~,
:After watching the ElXtri\
■ Sunday: Noon-1 A.M . ■
■
,u ne or, .-,.,,cus((,me, ,
· ■
• Adrienne Coulson, a nursecation of the body, we slowlj
· - - - - - -- - - - - - ~ - emergency medical technician,
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Two honored for UNI·
Greek Studies work
James Karambelas, 5035 those who share a common
North Lincoln Ave., and John blood."
P. Daros, 1000 North Lake
President Williams made
Shore Dr., were honored, reference to the happy coinciFebruary 3, by Northeastern 1 dence which combined in one
Illinois University for their event the university's .dedica- .
work in helping establish tion to serving the prtisent
studies in Greek at the needs of the community and
university. The occasion was its commitment to preserving
the first Hellenic Letters Day the _traditional disciplines.
Celebration at the university.
Courses in Greek were
Karambelas and Daros were introduced at Northeastern in
presented. plagues by North- September,
1976.
Some
eastern President Ronald Wil- months before, it had come to
liami
·
the attention of certain faculty
Also taking part iii. the members that the Greek
ceremonies were the Very community had a -problem
Reverend Athenagoras Aneste, preserving the Greek langJohn Cambolis of the Greek uage, culture, and. ethnic prid~
Consulate, Fotios Litsas, the among its American-born
university's instructor in mod- members. Northeastern Illinois
ern Greek, and ( Dr. Harold University, situated as it is on
Hild, coordinator of the Engthe edge of the North Side
lish Language Program, who
Greek community, was in a
presided.
·
position, geographically and
Litsas, in his speech, noted · by tradition , to- aid the
th~t it is an old, meaningful · community.
tradition for the Greeks .to
Informal talks among
celebrate an Hellenic Letters
friends; faculty members and
Day.
nearby Greek businessmen;
"It is an educational. herigrew into a joint effort of the
tage rooted in the hearts of the
G.reek community and the
Hellenes since the time of
university. The Greek comHomer," he said. He then
munity offered to match what
quoted Isocrates, "The name,
funds were available at the
Hellenes, no longer suggests a
university for studies in Greek.
race but an intelligence. The
Karambelas and Daros were
title, Hellenes, is applied to
instrumental in obtaining this
those who share our intellecfinancial support. A Greek
tual culture rather than to
Studies advisory committee

•

"

PARTICIPANTS IN THE FIRST HELLENIC LETTERS DAY CELEBRATION at
Northeastern Illinois University are [left to right] James Karambelas, award winner; Dr. Harold
Hild, the Very Reverend Athenag.oras Aneste, Northeastern President Ronald Williams, John
Daros, award winner; John Camolis, and Fot~os Litsas. [Photo by UNI News Bureau]

was formed and Litsas was
hired.
To date, modem Greek I, II,
and III , intermediate modem
Greek, and a Greek culture
class have been offered. While
expressing the -hope that a
full-fledged Greek Studies pro·
gram will develop from this
effort, Dr. Batista Galassi,
chairman of the foreign lang·
uage department, said, " It is
my belief that we are begin·ning to serve the Greek

4thlete eligibility a· concern
for education
•

by John Stepal
If it turns out that you
dislike what I'm about . to
write, try to understand it was
written on Friday.
This commentary is concerned with the problem of
ineligibility, an unfortunate
occurrence which, I imagine,
affects all colleges and univer·
sities. Northeastern is no
exception, having los t five
athletes on this year's basket·
ball team and several others in
different sports.
The extent to _which this has
developed is more sad than
ridiculous, as some schools will
do almost anything to keep
their top ath_letes eligible.
Teachers who unknowingly
flunk of give low grades to
athletes are often "requested"
to relent for the good of the
school. How'd you.like to find
yourself in a position like that?
To show the extent placed on
winning, some schools even
risk playing ineligible athletes.
Don't get me wrong; I'm
not saying athletes are stupid.
, In some cases, I think athletes
apply t heir knowledge more so

J

than do Rhodes scholars .
However, t here can ' be no
question that ineligibility is a
problem.
A lot of people don't realize
how tough it is to. be playing a
spor-t and maintaining a
respectable grade point average
at the same time. For a couple
of weeks it may not seem too
bad, but believe me, I know
from experience that it catches
up with you.
There are a number of
reasons why athletes ca_nnot
maintain their eligibility. A
common one is that many of
them also work a part-time
job, and there are a lot fewer
· people who can successfully
accomplish t his than you
might suspect. Many times a
student will stop going to
certain classes for variou-s
reasons, and this is the excuse
that hurts most because it
could be remedied so easily.
I'm sure a lot of athletes go to
college solely for the opportnnity of playing their particular
sport, but you'd think they'd
have the sense to go to classes,
if only for t he sake of

COLOR - Bl.ACK & WHITE - STEREO
flfiiSCNABLE .. EFFICIENT

students, the university, and
the Greek community. "
Both Karambelas, owner of
the Palladium Restaurant, and
Daros, president of the Hellenic Association of Commerce
and Industry in Illinois, are
members of the Greek Studies
advisory committee which also
includes Hrisey Dimitrakis .
Zegger, an active community
member; Constantine Ress,
an advisor to the Chicago
Board of Education; John

Rassogianis of the Hellenic
Association of Commerce and
Industry of Illinois, and
Angelo G. Geocaris of Delphi
Industrie, Inc.
Representing the university
on the advisory committee are
Dr. Randolph Hudson, dean of
the colleg~ of arts and
sciences; Dr.· Dorothy Patton,
English ·professor; Dr. Henry
Russell, French professor, and
Dr. Hild.
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remaining eligible.
Some of the blame can be
attributed to teaching methods, also. If a high school
student starts performing
poorly in the classroom, the
teaeher lets him and his
parents know M the fact. I
realize you can't expect college
B?th Federal & State Returns 1
with Student I.D. and W-2 forms
- _11
professors to do this. However,
in high school a student has
several chances to boost his
mark, and can make up a
failing grade with a little bit of
~
effort. In college, a grade is
often determined by one or two
papers or exams, and a failing
mark often dooms the student
in that class.
Anyone who knows me ·
Students at Northeastern . Illinois l,Jniversity can
knows that whenever I compete
in a sport, I play to win. But ~ obtain a free sample of Alka-Seltzer and an op- ~
I'd rather lose than cheat in ~ portunity to win one of four prizes consisting of $25 ~
'-! in free books or cash.
,11111
order to win. A lot of schools
~
The
distribution
of
free
samples
will
continue
on
~
don't seem to feel this way,
~ several-occasions throughout the Spring semester ~
however, and if something
~- at different locations on campus to insure that every ~
isn't done about the problem
~ interested. student has the opportunity to receive ~
of ineligibility, the old saying,
~
"It's not whether _you win or ~ a sample.
~
Playboy's
campus
representatives
will
be
con~
lose, but how you play the
~
ducting
the
sampling
campaign
for
Miles
Labora'-!
game" will become a thing of
~ tories, the makers of Alks-Seltzer, on more than 300 ~
the past.
~ campuses nationwide. The sampling activity is only
~ one part of nationw ide advertising campaign to '-!
introduce America's college students to Alka-Seltzer.

I
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SCEC raises
$1'000 at
Carnival for ·therapy ·. center
by Judy Macior
Sou nds of laughter filled
Alumni Hall last Thursday,
February 3 from 10 to 10·; as
the Nort heastern Illinois University Student Council for
Exceptional C hild ren held
their second annual carnival.
Young and old alike shared ·in
the festivities which included
games and prizes for all ages.
The club has been planning
this event since t he summer
and executive board members
Dan Taussig, Linda Kesselhuth, J ean Holda, Gail Small,
Rita Brusca, Nina Giammer ese, Carol Des Camps,
Judy Jambrozik, Kathy Hamilton, Scott Kroman, Ivy
Kushner, and Marcy Wein~
burg did a beautiful job of
decorating, publicizing, and

overall organization. SCEC
also received faculty s,upport
from the Special Education
department ' s Dr. Bernstein
(who helped in making many
of t he prizes), Dr. Thompson,
Mrs. Meyers, Dr. · Bell, and.
Mrs. Jacobson.
The. Shriners donated their
time as clowns which entertained children froni neighboring · schools, community clubs,
and the UNI community with
t heir fun-loving personalities
and tricks. The Northeastern
Illinois University Stageplay- ·
ers preformed " You 're a, Good
Man Charlie Brown" which
was another highlight of the
evening which was enjoyed by
all.
.
.,
The carniyal was definitely a
success in three respects:

everyone had a great time,
money was raised for a good
cause as this year the proceeds
from the carnival, $1000, will
go to the Recreation Therapy
Center of Children's Memorial
Hospital, and also there was a
spirit pf cooperation and good
will ·among staff, faculty, and
students as everyone worked
toget her to make thi s carnival
memorable.

/

Ten ways to make probation
by Jacki Freedman
So to help all you A
The last time someone asked students come down to the
me how to get straight A's, norm and lower the curves for
was the last time I ever got the rest of us; I've compiled a
straight A's. Discussing this list of ten study habits
subject with some of my guaranteed to put you on
friends, I've discovered that probation.
their grades are no better than
L Never study at a desk.
mine. The only difference is Always work on your bed or
that they have received their the floor where it's easier to
grades for last semester and fall asleep.
mine are "lost;'' But that's an
2. Make sure the radio is
entirely different story (to be blaring or the T. V. set is on.
written if mine and a bunch of One needs a lot of distractions
other students grades aren't from studying.
found by next week.)
, 3. Never schedule · time to
What the group of us have study. Always try to fit it in
found out is that a bad student somewhere.
i~ just as hard to develop as a
4 . .Never stu dy for more
good student. The main dif- . tha~ ten minutes at a time, it '
ference is study habits.
puts too much strain on the
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AT THESE SELECTED THEATRES

• ESQUIRE
Chicago

• NORTOWN
ChiC<!gO

•R IV ER OA KS
Calumet City

• U.A . CINEM A S
Oakbrook

.

• ARLINGTON
Arlington Hts.

Friday, F ebruary· 11, 8:00 PM
TH E N EWMAN CEN TER

•GOLF MILL
Niles

• CORAL
Oak lawn
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N. R iverside

,

Featuring: Paul Hebert

5450 N . Kim ball - (Ba sement), Admiss ion $1 .00

brain.
5. Never do a·ssignments
until the last minute.
6. Never study until .the
night before test. Then stay
up all night and cram every bit
of material you can into your
mind.
7. Never, never do any work
that isn't going to be collected
and graded. Why waste all
that time.
8. Whenever possible copy
off of someone else. There's no
reason why you should do the
work if someone else already
has.
9. Never go to lab. If you
can read the -results of an
experiment in a book there's
no sense -in doing it yourself.
;10_ Above all, forget everything after the final. After all ·
you're hot here to learn, are
you?

a

Order Today!

c_A CVO!{
Beauty Care
Sales Representative

252-6883
. DAWN - _(After 6:30 pm)
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Host families needed again for f o,:eign·visitors
At the end of April, 1977
On June 6 all participants
nine new participants .from the will start a ten week field work
Council of International Pro- placement in specially selected
grams for Social Workers and social agencies in the city. All
Youth Leaders (C.I.P.), will · participants are professional
come to participate ·in the social workers and teachers
Chicago program at North- and they will contribute
full-time effort . to · these
eastern Illinois University.
They are from nine different agencies.
.
This is the second year of
countries: Sweden, Austria,
Germany, Kenya, Tanzania, Northeastern Illinois UniversiBahrain, Pakistan, Bangla- ty's participation in the C.1.P.
desh, and the Netherlands The program is sponsored by
Jose A. Morales, Vice PresiAntilles.
Most participants will be dent for Student Affairs. Mrs.
here for the four month Annette Peck, a C.I.P. particsummer program. All of the ipant in 1969, is the Director of
participants will live with five
the program this year.
Host-families will be needed
different host-families between
April 29 and August 12, 1977.
for two and one-half weeks for
From May 2 until !une 3, . the period between April 29,
1977, the group will be on . 1977 and August 12, 1977.
Host-families in the neighborcampus everyday. Classes and
field visits during this orienta- · hood of the University are
. tion period will be arranged
needed for · the first two and
through Dr: Stan Newman of one-half weeks of the orientathe Department of Human tion period from April 29, 1977
Services. Mrs. Evalyn McCoy,
until May 17, 1977.
from this department , had
If you are interested in
been chosen to be the group
becoming a host-fam~, please
call Annette Peck or Lottie
coordinator during these five
Kaplan at 583-4050, Ext. 321.
weeks.

. PRINTi

"SON SEALS is a Chicago bluesman with roots
as thick as Fort Knox
walls." He's been playing
. with D.P.mes like .Albert
King, Earl Hooker, Robert
Nighthawk, Hound Dog
T!lylor, ~nd Howlin Wolf
Jr. since he was thirteen. If
you believe "the stereotype
that all blues are tail
dragging dirges, then . . . "
the SON SEALS BLUES
BAND will change you
mind Tues. Feb. 15 at 1:00
in the UNI auditorium .
This CCA.B Concert should
1feature "some of the best
and most original blues
to-date." "I've always liked
B.B. King and Albert King;
I can -play like Albert, but I
feel it don't really accomplish anything. If you do
your own stuff, create it yourself, you know you're
deep down in jt."

a
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We're looking for a responsible career .
oriented woman.

NANOFAST, INC. has an immediate opening for a
capable woman for general office and typing.
Responsibiliti.es include typing proposals, sales letters,
new literature, etc., in addition to receiving incoming
phane calls end some help in purchasing, etc.
NANOFAST makes a variety of sophisticated electronic'.
equipment including some of the most advanced digital
and analog equipment available. NAN OFAST .products
are used by NASA and the Air Force for satalite and
space shuttle work, by the Enei;-gy ·Research · and
Developmrnt Administration ·for laser fusion work, by
companies in the energy field for investigating for new .
sources of energy~ etc. The requirements of the position
,i nclude typing 50 wpm [oi' more], a willingness to
assume responsibility, and an interest in a variety of
work.

I
I
I ·

NANOFAST, INC.
416 W. Erie, Chicago, Illinois
For further information please call 337-7718.
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Stepupto
a second career
this summer.

Movie Nite, Sun., 10:30 _pm,
Ladies Nite, Tues., &
Th,µrs ., Unes.corted Females,
$¢ a _Drink

PUB
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Arm; ROTC offers college sophomores the opportunity to earn an officer's
commission in two- y(;)ars.
. .
It starts with six _w eeks of training at Fort Knox, Ky., this summer. With
pay (over $500) .
You'll learn what it takes to be a soldier
to have your body toughened,
your confidence developed.
·
' ·
Do well and you can qualify -for Army ROTC courses in the fall. Do exceptionally well, and you may be heading back to college with a full-tuition scholarship.
Then, for the next two years, while you're earning your chosen degree, you'll
also prepare for a responsible leadership position as an officer in the active
Army or Reserves.
'
·
Apply by April 1.

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
To arrange an interview appointment, contact:

crAIG 'SILCOX AT 274-3000, EXT 351.
YOU C/\[·l 1\TTEilD YO UR PRESENT IrlSTITUnmi AND TAKE ROTC
AT LOYOLA 0~ DEPAUL.

.

l,

r •

. 14, Feb., 1·977
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Four soloists featured
in ense1nhie· concert
by Stanley C.A. Soparas Jr.
The Symphonic Wind Ensemble will feature iour brass
soloists .on its annual winter
concert, Feb. 16, 1977. The
soloists are Joseph W. Lill
(trumpet), T imot hy Theis
(trumpet), Robert Traske (tub' a),' and Gregory Wojcik (trombone).
J oseph W. Lill will perform
the " La Mandolinata" cornet
solo with band by Herman
. Bellstedt. A favorite among
cornetists because of its light
6/ 8 rhythm and technical
cadenzas.
··
"Concerto for B-flat Trum·
pet " by Haydn from the
Chappell Army Journal, I
be performed by Timothy

will

Theis. · A composition in the
classical style first performed
on a non-valved trumpet.
On the lighter side, Robert
Traske will play "A Touch of
Tuba" by Art Dedrick. This
particular composition is dedicated to Harold L. Walters, a
well-known tubist and composer. The tuba's technical ability
is put to use in several
different sections; from a
smooth flowing line 'to a •
technical swing section.
because of its opportunity to
Last but l!Ot least, Gregory display excellent phrasing,
Wojcik will perform the "Mor• tone, and control. All four
ceau Symphonique" for solo performers are student's or Dr.
trombone and band by Al!,!xan- H. Harmon, brass instructor
dre Guilmant. "Morceau Sym• . and soloist.
phonique" has long been a
Other pieces, -under the
favo~ite with trombone sqloists direction of Dr. Edgar B.
Gangware Jr., Director of
bands, will include "Prayers in
Space" by William P . Latham,
(a contemporary composition
which consists of a series of
musical events which are
thematically unrelated.) and
"March with Trumpets" by
William Bergsma. A straights
forward grand march of traditTeam, and will act as As- ional dignity and brightntlss.
sistant Coach for the Women's Remember ·Feb. 16, , 1977 at
Team in the 1977 Season. 8:00 p.m. in the Auditorium.
Having Cindy Ruff for the- BE THERE!!!!!
Assistant Coach will be a
definite asset for the team. '
The only women considered
for the team who have not
IARE .YOUR '
participated in the spring/
INSURANCE RATES .•
summer conditioning program
TOO HIGH ?
will be incoming freshmen.
The 1976 Women's Tennis
Call Gary Robinette
Team Season was. very sue. cessful with 13 w4}s, and one .•
966-7671
loss. The team is looking . -=- .
Automobile Insurance
forward to a great 1977 season.
8605 N. Milwaukee, Niles, Illinois
If you would like to
participate in the Women's
Tennis Team, for the 1977
season, you may sign up now
on the sheet on the bulletin
board in the gym, or contact
Coach Marjie Jennings at
: Thousands of Topics
extension 480.
Send ·for your up-to-date. 160-

Psych Career Day
sponsored at Loyola

Wo1nen's Tennis
tryouts to begin
All Women Interested in
competing with the Women's
Varsity Tennis · Team in the
Fall of 1977 should contact
Coach Marjie Jennings immediately. The team is presently working out three days
a week with an on going
conditioning Program. And
new players who wish to be
considered for the team must
begin working out now.
The Fall 1976 II One Singles
Player, Cindy Ruff, is trying ·
out for the Men 's Tennis
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RESEARCH ASS'TANC:E; INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., I 206
LOS ANGJ::LES, CALIF' . 90025
.1213) 477-8474

Ou, ~arch papers ~re sold for
resea~ch pUrJ>OSf;S only.
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for less than
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HAVE,JS.
HEART!

Reach out and
touch her with this
FTD LoveBundle™~l!!!l,.,:)cE>\,
Bouquet. Your
FTD Florist can
send one almost
anywhere by wire, the
FTD way. Order early. (Most FTD
Florists accept major credit cards.)

I

$1500*

*As an independent businessman, each
FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.

Say FTD ... and be sure.
©J 977 Florists' T ransworld Delivery
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The Student Development ment , Northeastern Illinois
Committee of the Illinois University, 583-4050, ext. 688,
Psychological Association will or Dr. Robert Erne, Psychol·
sponsor a . career day for ogy Department, North Centunder-graduate students inter• ral College, 338-8785.
ested in Psychology on Saturday, Feb. 19, 1977. Hosted by
Loyola University at their
downtown campus, this event
will focus on the most recent
information and trends in the
areas
of career opportunities
I
.
and graduate school preparation for the bachelor's in
Psychology . . The morning
workshop will deal specifically
by Sy Jank9
The Geography Club recentwith graduate education; the
afternoon workshop with carly sponsored a trip to the
eer planning.
Shedd Aquarium. Linda Wilson, a member of the Shedd
The career day, entitled
staff, gave an excellent lecture ·
"After College What Next," is
and slide _ presentation on
open to all undergraduates,
mangroves and their effects
majors and non-majors alike
on the Florida coast. Manand to college and high school
groves just in case you lack a
teachers and counselors.
The workshops will be held , strong background in botany,
in the Georgetown Room,
is a &eneral term for various
trees or shrubs which •form
second floor of Loyola Universthickets along tidal shores. In
ity's Pere Marquette Center,
820 N. Rush Street. ·T he
addition to the slide presentatadmission fee of $4.00 (or
ion, a movie on the ecology of
$2.00/workshop) is payabie at
salt marshes was shown. The
the door during the registratgroup also toured one of the
aquarium's labs and later
ion periods: 8:30-9:00 a.m. for
both workshops; 1:15-1:30
watched the daily feedings
p.m. for the afternoon workwhich take place in the large
coral reef tank. To someone
shop only. Note: a teacher or
counselor will be admitted free
whose idea of aquatic life never
if escorted by five paying
got past' A for alewife the
students.
afternoon proved to be rewarding. For future Geography
For further information,
Club activities, check the' ,
contact either Dr.Anthony
bulletin boards.
Kopera, Psychology Depart-
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M~re hockey photos
(cont'd from page 16)

. . ..
H·o us·e,==
comur1tte~to·~~~. ..Th~ -North;;~te~ i~~E~gi~~ -meet Qfl .IBHE hU dget

~=,,_,_,=,-=c ,,,cc~~"7---=

played a fine game against
Northern Illinois Univ_ersity as
.,
they held a 2-0 lead throughThe Higher Education Com- phenomena, they recommend a
out the first period. The team
mittee of the House of $25 increase in the maximum
continued to do . well, but by
Representatives will meet on award which aids private
the ·third period N.I.U. caught
Thursday, February . 10, 1977 university students. The llliup and scored in the last 3
to ·discuss ' the · higher eucation nois · General Assembly · just · minutes. With the UNI goal
budget for FY 78. The increased the award level from
left unprotected the last 17
hearings will be held in D-1 of $1,500 to $1,550 in December,
seconds of the game; NIU took
the State Office Building in yet the BHE wants it raised to
the puck and scored, defeating
Springfield at 2:00 p.m.
$1,575 and th~ _IS~C wants it
Northeasfern 4-2. [photos by ·
The Association of Illinois raised to $1,650," Conway · Ann F. Holda]
.Student .Governments plans to . said. _ _ . __
. __ .. ___ .
testify ag·a inst the tuition
AISG will be working for
increases recommended by the the continuance of the Student
Illinois Board of.Higher Edu- to Student Grant Program
cation and the inadequacies of which uses voluntary student
funding for the Illinois State contributions plus state funds
Scholarship Comrcission. "We to assist students in deep
ca~ show that the ISSC has financial need. AISG will also
not been able to assist many endorse year round _processing
~
students who have .needed of applications which will allow
assistance," said Jim Conway, students to apply for grants .
Executive Director of AISG. · up until February. Funds for·
"Their budget has fallen $5 to summer school. 'grants will be
Beginning today, February
$7 million sho~t for full strongly supported for ~ext _
14, the photographs of Daisy
funding in the last few years, year. These grants have · not
even under a low tuition been made available in recent . Chan will · be shown at the
Northeastern Illinois Universipolicy. This crisis will be years.
ty •·North River .C ommunity
magnified tremendously if tuiThe Association of Ilµnois
tion is increased,'' Conway Student . Government is an . Art Galler, 3307 Bryn . Mawr.
The show . will continue
affliation of student organizasaid. ·
through March 7. Sharing the
"Even though the ISSC and tions representing 133,000 stuexhibit will be Beverly HarBHE are aware of· this - dents.
rington, an art specialist for
the University of Wisconsin at
Oshkosh who will be exhibiting her water colors.
Daisy Chan was born in

Chan photos exhibited at
'

.North.- River _Ga~lle~~Y ~
..,.-1

Shanghai, China and came to
the United States in 1969. She
has been working as a
. part~time free lance photographer since 1973 and now·
does work as a custom printer. .
She describes the -surrealistic
photographs in this show as
work in a continuing experimental series begun in 1972.

N ,.._.

·ct •1

"!'

J

The series uses reflective
materials to obtain multiple
. images in a single exposure.
The official opening of the
show is at 4:00, today. There.
is no admission to , the show,
which is open to all the public.
The Gallery is open from 1 :00
to 5:00, Monday through
Friday.

EARN GOOD

:sss

'Chere IS o difference!!!
DAYS, EVENINGS, WEEKENDS,
PREPARE FOR:

RJll OR PART TIME
ASA
SECURllY GUARD

GMAT- • GRE • OCAT

'

N.t!,e~ '!'or"

income? H~e•s an excellent part

CPAT • V"1 · SAT

tim~or ·-ru11 time· opportunity. We have
security guard openings in Chicago and
suburbs for people with a neat appearance
and no criminal record. We have unarmed
openings plus some openings for persons _
with blue card.
Call for an appointment at 6646769 or

apply in person any weekday from 9:00
A.M. to 5:00 P.M. at:
ANDY f'RAIN INC.
1221 N. LaSalle St.
Chicago, lllinois
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Our broad range of prog rams pro vides an umbrella of re.s ting knew-how that enables us to offer the best preparation
available . no matter wh ich cou rs e is taken . Ove r 38 ye·ars
of experience and suc c ess . Smal l classes . Voluminous
home study mater ials . Courses that are con sta ntly up dated . Permanent centers open days & weekends all y ear .
Comple te tape facilit ies for review of class lessons and for
use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for missed lesson s at our centers.

Friday
Secretary
Wanted: Girl to fill permanent part-time office position . Needed
to do light typing and
filing, three hours a
day, five days a week .
· call f~r apt., N! r. Lewis
338-4700.

ASK ABOUT OUR
COMPACT COURSES
~

20~0 W. Devon
-~ ~ - H
Ch,cago,
60645(,

IUIPOIN ,

111.

(312) 76 -5151
Outside NY State On I,
CALL TOl.l FREE

J

EDUCATIONALCENTER

.

•

800-2! ~-9840
•
Centers ,n r.'a :cr U.S Cities

T[ST PP(PARAT H) N

C, P { ( IA l IS TS <;IN ( £ 111 k
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Parker the winner
annual Vet's

Club presentation
the police were notified and the
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
of the vet set.
Harold Parker, former UNI railroad company was contact·
Former Veteran's Club Presstudent, was presented the 4th ed, the train was stopped, and
ident Gary Anderson received
Annual Brass Balls Award Parker was ticketed . When
the second runner up prize •of a
trophy Saturday, February 5 pressed for an explanation he
pair of panty hose with a run
at the Vet eran's Club club- replied, "Damned if I know. I
in them. Club member Dan
house, 4336 North Western.
thought it was a Jack in the
Smith was chpsen as the first
The Brass Balls Award, Box."
runner up for the B-B Award
established in 1974, is bestowParker is also known as
and was presented with a
ed on one particular club lucky leadfoot and four-on-the- · plastic pink fairy phone.
member who is observed floor knobhead. once, while
Before the . Brass Balls
exhibiting unusual, and some- p'Ul'W8Ulg two lovely ladies of trophy was p~esented, the
times unbelievable antics the evening, he and a drinking
names of the Veteran's Club ·
throughout the year, --usually companion drove his car into a
raffle winners were announced.
while under the influence of head-on attach on some in- prizes included 6 packs of Old
alcholic beverages.
nocent trees. Then there was
Frothengsloch, "the pale stall
One night, this year's reci- the time he took on an entire ale with the fome at the
pient drove his car down what marine division at a famous
bottom, " donated oy Pan Inn,
he thought was a road (it L incoln A venue pub · and
beer, beer wall hangers, bottles
wasn't) and was found sitting managed to punch out a
of Canadian Whiskey , and
Brass Balls recipient Harry Parker seen with his trophy shortly
in his car;, a 4-speed over- marine gunny sergeant using vodka. Winners were Ron
after Veteran's Club President Larry Erne made the
grown Blueberry Model R, on , only his nose.
Sivils, Lou Bielakowski, Norm
announcement and presentation. This year's trophy was a brass
t he B&O Railroad Tracks. A
"Sugar Ray Parker is also Berg, Carol Murray, Joanne
horse's ass mounted on top of an Olympia beer can.
train was approaching. After known as the suave fury beast Powers,, M. Romon, J. Remient Larry Erne was honored
bowski, Student Senate President-elect Jim Payet te, and
for his inventive new drink ;
s co tch a nd P eps i and for
Corinie Wassell.
falling UP a flight of stairs
Tim Deans, a student i9 the
Theatre Department, won the
while carrying club . member
.grand prize of a basket of
Mike Newman's Stereo sysbooze.
tem.
The first Brass Balls Award
Last year's UNI Vet Rep
was presented to Dave Scott in
Lou Bielakowski was present1974. While under the influ- · ed the B-B Award. Bielakowence, Dave was seen rippling a · ski, after consuming a half
car antenna from a parked car , bottle of scotch and a number
and proceeded to use it as a
of tequila chasers, was observfoil. His antics also included a
ed dancing for his u niq u e
variation of the bump ... the
bad dream' about tu rtles
sw imming 'u nder a bridge.
Horizontal Bump, done while
lieing on the floor.
Dave also accidentally caught
his shirt on fire trying to dry it •
Bielakowski also denied that
he was P olish ; he said he only
out a s a resul t of his
wet-turtle-dream.
dressed t hat way because he
In · 1975, current club presliked to.
Club member Jack Baker, also employed in the UNI Saftey and
Security Department, draws ,the name of a lucky raffle winner.
Photos by Carol Jean Zalatoris

UNI , ,.,,,.;,,, 1,,,;,1

The people aJ Warren Buick ,.. 5701 North
Broadway, would li~e to wish ·,the UNI
::IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIS:: :1111Ullllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnlllllllllllllllillllllllllllll:
·
·ii
WARRENTEED USED CARS . i
Go.I den Eagles the best of luck for · a :~ BRAND NEW
: 31111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 :
Homecoming victory . And to celebrate,
~ '77 sp·ecial'
$4277 ~ ~ '68 SAAB 2-D r. $750 .
Warr.en Buick· is extending •their special
jlllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUII!
student prices on both new and used cars.

-

., ·

i '77 Skylark
BRAND N·EW.

i

j-----------....,--$-5_9_5_

· - - '71 ·Opel " ·

11-----------$3895 e e '75 Honda
$695

WARREN BUICK·
'
'

5701 North Broadway
Chicago, Illinois
878-2200

®

.

For the best deals in town,
come to Warren Buick!

Ask for TEDY tl ~ OILE
or JIM OTTINGER

.§____..,.______________

I~;;~;=~ .$279911 :~: .v:~: !~~:! I
i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111; 111111111111111111i

1

~1

a1111111111111111111u11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i: :11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=

All new and used cars are fully factory equipped and guarenteed. A lso, used cars
avail.able with a 96 month warren tee.

I
---------·---------------------------I WITH TH IS
I
I

I
-1
I

COUPON
ONLY
·

FREE 1977 Vehicle License Plates and City
Tax Sticker when you purchase any new
orusedcar.

I

WARREN BUICK 5701 N. Broadway, Chicago
.

II

I

--------------------------------------
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classifieds
valentines
Always busy working :
" IL Y, ILY, IL Y, I'll talk to you
later. " You can't imagine how long
I 've waited to hear those words.' (7
months) I'm sure you meant it
even though you 're limited by a
p r ior commitment . ILY too.
Happy Valentine 's Day 'Darling.'
Donut

Happy Valentines Day to all my
friends at the Newman Center.
Pete
Tarry•• .~
Rose are blue,
i:.
Violets,:are red,
,;;.;
I 'm a little mixed {jp,
Aren't you?
~ \,
Happy ~alentine's Day,
Denis
'Son, .
· Happy Valentines Day Think
Blue
Billie Holiday

SEBSD
OALB
NLUA
SSEN
Get It!
DARLENE-Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Turtles are sweet,
BUT I STILL HATE
MESSIAEN!!!! Love, DJS II
MY DEAREST TARRY-Tarry not, tally ho, hip hip, a
vodey-o-do, and all that other
cockney jive. Happy (ahhh) Valentines Dahhhhhnhhy. P.S. The
typewriter is running out of h's.
C. FOX

----- ·

-- , ·--

Olivia--

-

--

F .B.,
I've experienc~ much love and
many hard times since we've
started our journey to find the
true meaning of "LOVE," I want
you to know that I'm loving you
even more this Valentine's Day.
·Thanks for being mine,
H.R.
Where's Normando?
I '11 be looking for y ou on
Valentine's Day. Make sure you
come and buy a cookie. Happy
Valentine 's to the best big brother
I have.
Debbie
To Howie,
Happy Valentine's ' Day! How
about you and I setting. up a ark
of our own? You bring the best 'of
the male species and I will '\>ring
my Best!
Hoiiestly. Linda
To Kathy Skummy,
Happy Valentine's Day. In two
months the Booby Prize will be
yours!
XXX Your Secret Admirer
To my Boomerang Baby; Steve P.
May the essence of your aura
linger with me forever. Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, Linda
Marilynn,
Few people in my life have
meant as much to me as you have.
Thank you.
Brent
Dearest Bernie,
Tu ,e res una muchacha muy
carinosa y muy linda.
Te deseo un futuro feliz.
Tu amante
R.P.·

Hey Fool,
Roses are red;
Violets are blue,.
Sugar is sweet,
And so am I for composing this
Valentine personal just for you.
R.
_ _ _ __

_ _

L

_ _ _ _ _ _

_

-, -

: ~, H
to someone special
Guy - thanks for being such a
wonderful friend · throughout the
semester and I hope we will have
more fun times.
Love,
Peanuts

Kris,

I LOVE YOU!!!!
Barbara
Liz: Happy Valentines Day!
Pete
Hey F---F--e
I love you. Happy Valentines
Day. Did I say I love you? Keep
me!
You ol'm·an

Happy Valentine' s Day to my
dream man and backgammon
partner.
C. Lea

Dear Valentine :
For all of my dirty sheets, for
my niffty new turtle, for your dog
that keeps me up at nights, and
for you , .. I love You!
I DO IT FOR YOUR LOVE

' Tuesday .is bluesday, "
said the lady ~ her son!
Dear Pas!!enger,
We've ~d some wild experiences toget'het;a rid 1l;msure there
aremany mo~ i_n 1 ~tore for us.
Happy Valentines Day.
,,
I love ya!
You Best Chauffer
Jim,

, I love you. (ad infinitum)
Judy

Mel,
get a bit wilder
Zero

Diana,
You used to be so supreme u~til
you got the blues.
P.S. Now you're DIVINE.

-------------->

,

Sara LaGambrina
I need my Goods World Atlas
back. I never see you so I thought
I'd write tis message in a
personal!
Terri ·

The Great Baldo Pepper
Babe, you got what it takes.
Happy Valentines.,,_
Day.
, .
Love,
Lil Hons:

Cat, .
Ui!! Happy Valentines Day . Foggy Windows,
from your Cupid! Hupe we see
He let me in the house wltliout a
question·. , I think he saw your
many more together!! "ELI"
P.'. (thanks for last night you were
windows and knew better. Would
you be my Valentine? We could do
fantastic!!1)
haw-haw XOXOXOXOX B.E . it again. If not we'll do it anyway.
,, Heavy Breathing
Munchinks,
·,..
Dear Edgar,
Happy Birthday and Happy
Valentines
Day.
You crazy nut! May Cupid bring
Dog you your every delight!
TO ALL WYE-ABIDING
Luv,Anna
CITIZENSPan Inn Libby,
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!!!
We enjoyed your company · TO WRRAINE'S BABY:
Monday night at dinner; don't .. ROSES ARE RED
To the guys from C.H.S. and all
make yourself so scarce . The
VIOLETS ARE BLUE
other of my friends who read this
concerned drunks are right, your
paper:
_vitality is contagious, but fie you
DAISIES ARE WHITE
Happy Valentine's Day and I
IF YOU THAT THAT THIS
didn't answer - tell us about
hope the Wiz will be successful
VALENTIN·E
yourself - before the d~ys of the
this year.
IS FOR YOU
dance.
Barb
judy YOU'RE RIGHT!
LOVE,
M.K. of W.H.P.
YOUR RAINY RUNS
Happy . Valentine's Day! Hope
Jim Gross:
PS (000)
your bor,ling scores are at an
I 'II meet you anytime for a
ever,
turkey, brick cheese,. mayonaise, 'Notebooks,
.
lasting high and you get the best
· and' tomato sandwich on a hard
Happy Valentines Day, even if I
of everything.
can't be with you, my thoughts
11/25/75 - roll.
Love,
are. and I will_be if you ever need
---An Avid Fan from Jazz-Rock
or want me. Be free. I love you.
Molly,
P .S. Happy Valentine's Day!
Inspector
Have a happy day, Bubbles.
You're loved and appreciated by
us all.
#494:
T.K.E.Frat.
Jack
Happy Valentine's Day! I wish
A bunch of us would like to wish
I knew the right words to express
all of you a Happy Valentine's
Ming,
myself to you.· I care about you,
Day.
- WVE YA BUNCHES
you have my everlasting support
Love,
Chucky
and prayers. Hang in there,
Your Secret Admirers
brighter days are coming.
Gene,
#472
We've got to produce.
Dear Jii;nbo, .
Mel
What I value most in a
SCAR:
relationship between two people is
JACK,
I've known you for such a short
" Friendship. I'm glad we 're
I'M GLAD WE 'RE STILL
while. But I know that you have a
friends . So to end this- " Be my
TOGETHER. , HAPPY VALENspot in y~r heart for me. Please
Valentine! "
TINE 'S DAY.
be my Valentine?????
Love,
ALL MY LOVE ,
MONICA
Anna
THE PESSIMIST

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
I know that this poem doesn't
seem to have a deccent ending, but
I just wanted to wish you a very
special Happy Valentine's day and
remind you that tonight's party is
gonna be a gas!!
luv ya,
DJS II _

•

BSR,
Happy Valentines Day to you
and your love. Thanks for all _your
help, I know you tried.
RMJ

Cindy,
If I didn't want you to be my
Valentine, would ( have given you
my good batfuries? Happy V. Day.
Bob

Diane at McC.
Happy Valentines Day to my
favorite Berlands Valentine.
Bob T. at Milw. ·

Happy Valentines Day to my
Steinmetz Sweeties! Bob T .

Dear Proserpine:
Roses are red,
Crab grass is green,
I love you,
From the bottom of my spleen.
Happy Valentine's Day.
ADONIS INC. copyright, 1977

Heavy Breathing:
I promised you I'd write you a
personal, but at the moment, I
,don't know what to write. So,
Happy Valentine's Day, even
thought l'll be seeing you before
then....
·
•
· Foggy Windows

, - <----~-- - -- - - -

Dear Gilbert,
When I think of you, I get this
funny feeling inside of me! I guess
it must be "LOV.E ."
'
Love ya,
Anna

Henry,
- I'll be thinking of you on this
day and forever on! Hope you feel
the same way. I Love You!
Love,
Margie

Henry F.:
You can be my Valentine any
time of the year!!
A Secret Admirer

Dear Isa,
Have a very happy Valentine's
Day and I 'm rea'lly glad we could
get it all together as of Dec. 3···
~
kp

MENDEL:
I STILL LIKE YOU ... YOU'VE
BEEN WARNED AGAIN!
BABY DOLL
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Kathy, - Happy Birthday! (Sorry it is a
little late) Good luck this weekend
with the Bee Gees since the Eagles
wont be around.
Your Fellow RAHS!

Punya
'
I'm madly in love with you!
Gotcha
P.S. Did you get my last personal?

Peggy S.
I found it too!
M.B.

To THE BLONDE-HAIRED
BOY "OF THE ICE":
I just wanted to know if you are a
card shark on the side, since you
got stuck shuffling the deck of
cards?!?! I hope I am using the
so~alled " Correct Grammar and
Diction."
Signed, Too scared to say Hello!

To the blond haired girl who plays
pool in the game room:
I don't know you, but i'd like to
meet you . I've been known to play
some pool myself.
Someone who you've seen
BARB & NANCY,
BESIDES BEING FUN TO BE
WITH , YOU'RE ALSO GOOD
LISTENERS. THANKS FOR
BEING T_H ERE WHEN I NEEDED SOMEONE . HAPPY VAL,
ENTINES DAY.
JOE

Strutzo,
Why are we celebrating New
Years when Valentine's Day is
coming?
Coloratura

Doc, "
The only way an injustice would
have been done-is if _you chose to
print only what you -knew
wouldn't shake people up. Keep up
the good work.
pie

Dear,
Be my Valentine!

Love,
Dear

Dear Charlies Owner:
Roses are red; violets are blue,
what can I say but that "I LOVE
YOU" Happy V-Day.
Love Pizza Eater

Mary,
May eighth will be the happiest
day of my life. I love you · more
than words can tell in this short
space. Happy Valentine's Day
from your future husband.
Bobby.

SEVEN,
_
,
Happy Valentines7 keep smiling
and have a great day ... oh yes,
keep the soap out of _your hair.
FOURTEEN

·- -

- - - -

----

-

--

-

Valentine,
Please let me prove, Your all
that I desire, Say you 'll give me
all your love, And set my heart
aFIRE!
Love ya,
"E"
cut

Dear Bradley Ethan,
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Please by my valentine,
Cause I love you,
Silly though this poem may seem,
Forever, I will love you garbonzo
bean.

Paul Simon,
"We could exist oil a star ... "
(etc etc nudge nudge, wink wink ,
he said with a knowing smile ... I.
Woody

Bass,
I 'll see you tonight. Must I say
any more? Nudge , nudge, wink,
· wink ...
Descant

t·

f

r

~ t

e~i

t

Stageplayer's of female persuasion,
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!
~Love,
the out.sider

Bobby:
Happy Valentine's to someone
who is very nice and fun to know.
A.E. [still)

UNI ,Band French Hom section:
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
2nd Hom inf ·

To Pat at Plumpers,
Last year you ignored my
request to be my valentine. Did
you ask your wife?
Ham and cheese ·

Marlene,
Happy Valentine's Day to the
JAP from the CAP!
. Love,
Tim
To Frank in C.C.:
Happy Valentine's Day!
Sincerely,
A Secret Admirer

To the Polock of the Year:
I really enjayed your joke. Why
it's almost as good as one· of my
great jokes. But don't get your
hopes up high about having to tell
me another one because I don't
really know if I could . handle
another one!
Polock of the year. award WiQner .
of 1977.
P.S. Please b)'. ffi)'. Valentine??? ·
Huh?? Please??

PATTY R.
· Knowing you is like knowing the
Ice Cream truck man. Always a
good friend to have in the clutch.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Jose

SMILEY [Terri):
You have made my life so much
richer simply by .knowing you.
Charley also appreciates you too. ·
You're a beautiful person! Happy
Valentine's Day!!!
·· .. SMILEY. (Charley's Owner)

~

:

l4;l=e6:;1911 - - -
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Bird:
Happy Valentine's Day to you
and yours!!!!

I type the songs that the Ivory
Brass sings, '
I type the songs of love and
special things,
I type the songs that make the
young girls cry,
I type the songs, I type the songs.
II'll finish typing ...
if you'll buy some paper!]

BARBARA ANN,
SINCE JULY 9th 1976, YOU
MADE ME SO VERY HAPPY,
IM SO GLAD YOU-CAME INTO
MY . NOTHING CAN EVER
CHANGE THAT.
HAPPY_ VALENTINES
DAY, 1977.
LOVE YOU, JOE

Cindy,
Here's a Valentine for you. Now,
dun't drinck it op! Happy
Valentines Day!
. Love,
your lawfully wedded husband

Tiger,
You will always be · my valentine, and the time we spend
together will always be precious to
me .
Luv, ya much,
"K"

LAUREL, GLADYS, NILDA,
BLANCA:
JOE LILL:
HAVE A HAPPY VALEN- .
Whenever the band performs,
TINE'S DAY. (AREN'T I
my eyes are glued on you. I can't
SWEET?)
believe you said hi to me in: the
BARB hall last week. I didn't think ,you ,
- - - - -,--,.----- - --- knew my nam~.,Happy,Valentirie's ·
Day from
·
· · · "··
.. _ -- one who thinks
Lovely Jello,
you're the greatest ·
Since I think you are one of the
------ t ' -- - - - seetest persons I know, I was just
wondering if you would be my
Roxie,
Valentine. I kne~ you, w,o uld ', 9t!Y
Is it true security guards ~ e ·
yes, so Happy . Valentine's Day
good lovers? . Happy . Valentiiie's
Day!
. .
' .. , ,.
sweet~.
Love ya, .
, Love,
....
R.P .
_ . _, .
Ex/S+
-- . - - -. - -- . - - P.S. Wheii do you want your
backrub-?
PIZZAEATER:
Also .. .448X in one year is 1.2277
per day. MarrY. happy jolly
Chris.:
Valentine'.s Day!
Happy Valentine's Day.
XOXOXOXO Charlie's Owner
,.-:...,

-

Junior:
Happy Valentine's Day. But
hope the Blue Ones don't spoil -our
weekend.
·
'
Mr. Lucky

Rich,
A car that doesn ' t move
backwards;
·· .,... • · Dear Holly 1Webb,
_
A ltmi:tacl@rlm -timt!i' , ,_ 1
.Happy ·-Valentine's, Day · . . ;,·
Y.-oo'•ii fl Hai e11ifu: set your gears • flO!l'-1 r!lt ,::-V!J1~Le·-:wve·,RJcliy .R,r}t:
forward
_ r1~0 · e;1 ·w<l:v> 19,:ef J:l~~ v f~ 11_1,J
..1,Yt'; ,: 't~ _jl: -;, f)t..'. • 3:'":H~'Id ~,<.: ;•.
In persuit of like.
I hope to be that gear which
Doii"of 'TKE~' ,,;.;,; ·-, lir: ,n, 1' .
sets your like in motion,
,; · . Happy' Vale;;tin~•~- Dayf 1 - - ;",.
So by my valentine and hang o,n
Your secret adinirer
to future notions.
Carol ·
Timotty,
- .
,·' ·
Happy . Valentine's Da.f ( Rnother personal, boy' do you iate!
Dear Chris & Erlanda Schwartz
An Acquaintance
Let's go for a walk through the

...

tunnel. We can turn off the
lights!!!
With love,
Ed ;
'• ·-' • .r -'

Jimmy,
... now I will love you in all the.
ways I c"n love: A~d we'll both
have_ to have faith 1~ tomorrow. ....__
But 1? case tomorrow 1s not yours
or mme, let me grow irom you
today. For we are.
All ·mylove,
Judy

Dr. Brodsky-·
I'm the one who put the hearts .
on your door, and I really care
about you a lot.
A
former
student

To Tom W.
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!
Your secret admirer.

Adonis,
Happy Valentine's Day to
someone special.
Love,
Proserpina

Ordep,
This is to wish you a Happy
Valentine's Day. So, Happy
Valentine's Day.
Love
Little Sis

_,--

JB
.:.
Reaµy have enjayed being with
you . You are a wonderful friend.
Hope there will be many mon!
good times. Have a Happy
Valentine's Day.
The Great Salad Maker
______________ _
TQ TIM:
JUST TO LET YOU KNOW
SOMEONE IS ·OUT THERE
•
?m?

Ed Schumjack [Nuby Grape]:
Be my valentine, dear. In honor
of valentine's day I will engrave
hearts with oor names on them on
trees, the stove, our furniture, the
dog and on your .forehead. I
wonder how hearts would look on
Messerschmits--.
Your Valentine Always ·
Mildred Schumjack'
[Your wife and pun_ching bag)

To the Convincing Trombonist,
You 're a great guy and I'm
. convinced you 're a real sweetheart,
too. Happy Valentine's Day!
From your
Not-so-secret Admirer

--------------

B,
Love
T

Hm ...if a person can count true
frienships on one hand they are
Happy Valentine's Day to all _gay . very fortunate. In my book, you
and Ie'
students at UNI ,,-, , even . put .. those . five to shame.
. s bian
.,.
--especially ~Y, guys.
, _ c.-,,.1.o Tharix .•and-happy valentines day ..
--One '!'r,:~?-;~ ~• understands,,!.:'! yoor a lifesaver of a taurus.. .
and %<?11!~ }ili:e . J;e_ ,meet you.
daisies and all....... .

Dear Terry,
I love you · -so much, Happy
Valentine's Day
Love Always,
Rich

---------r------

POOPIE
Be my val~mtine 4-ever!!!!
. . .
.,,
LOVE,
Poopita

Jimmie:
You make the world a beautifui
place to be and -· life J .really
wonderful thing to live for: ,
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
Love·
Boodie

Dear Bobbin,
Kto Cie Kocha Baby
Here's to the first two
Bogart

Dear Lynn,
If you answer yes to the
foll<>w:ing question you win the
P.S. You 1, 11;hou.ld gjve . that sixt;y-frur'' c;lollar qu~tion.
mailman •some-;Ben-Gay, his poor 'wiil yoo ~ iliy ·valeilti~?.~........... .
shoolders from aching.
.. .............. :you ·wfoi
The Kid from mcVicker
P.S. Sooner of Later we're going
J.B.
to get it together!!!!!!
Happy Valentine's Day!!!!
· From your lover and friend,
"Toots Fred, I mean Frank:

·•w,

PIZZA EATER:
WOW 448X! If I sta~t collecting
as of today at 7X per day that
note should hoid me for 64 days,
until April 9th. That's 9 weeks and
6 days, but do not fret. After all,
finals-start the 13th aqd we'll need
time to study. Happy Valentine's
Day.
I love you! Charlie's Owner

Captain,
We are really s·o rry you weren't
at inductions, Saturday night,
because we wanted to thank you,
for getting us off on the right foot.
We couldn't of did it without you!
We are very grateful! ·
·
Thanks again,
Love,
The Little Sisters
P.S. Happy Valenti~'s Day.

TO ALCIDES:
,
THE MAN I LOVE AND
WISH WHOM I HAVE PASS
THE BEST TIMES IN MY
LIFE. AND THE MAN WHO I
CAN NOT NEVER FORGET,
AND WITH WHOM I WANT TO
PASS TH_E REST OF MY LIFE . .
Happy you know what.
HAPPY VALENTINE DAY
'Lustfully yours,
LOVE ALWAYS
' . ,~1' '
.. - - - - -u·saturday" .
BETHSAIDA
-

"Slr·R CIAt VALENTINE" .:,,,,,,,,.
Dearest :kookey-Monster::-; , . ,t,
RpoJ( ,Q,nd I give you our
honey-pots, ;with .LOVE!
.OXOXOXOXOX-SUNSHINE .

Alan (I hear that's what you want
to be called)
. .
Happy 1 Valentine's day. _Your
place or· inirie? . , ,. , .._.. r
.. .,
Love ·Bruce

To the ,Starr'jn ,m y-life;·
I hope we are still friends,
inspite of · my new organization
membership!
Love always,
A not so secret amirer
P.S. Someday you'll have to give
in and be mine. Happy Valentine's
Day!

TO "THE FIZZ;;
Promise yo.u won't fizzle out on
Valentine's Day?
Y~r honor student wife,
. - J.S . .

To Jim [with one 'm''J.:,>;•
-Happy Valentine's Day good
looking. Looking forward to seeing
you Friday night at the BIG
game. Hope you can make it .

~.•,i·'!:··;.

-------·

. --

Ma Ch~re Petite,
.
Tir avai; raiscm, de's· personnes
de petite stature sorit de meilleurs ·
·amoureux. Je ne pense pas que
j'oubliel'l!,i jamais .. .. N ous serons
reunis bieutot. je t'aime ...
M.

OJOS AZULES
VETE A C---R!!!
OJOS. MOREN OS .

---------------, .
To all the D's and T's and J's in

my life:' · ·

'

·

~appy- Valentine's Day.

Mary,

Happy Denture Day!
Old Man Frankenstein
______ . _______ _

TQ; MY FAVORITE VALENDIANA ROSS
Happy Valentine's DaY; ~~o a :. TINE-tSKINNY-BUTT]
I HOPE WE HAVE MANY
Jim P.:
real_bright ,STA~>
~~eDEAR · MORE , VALENTINE PAYS ![Q ,ti' Happy Valentin~·'.6;~ay.
~,·:r--; '
·,
-------;•
- ------ SHARE TOGETHER.
LOVE ALWAYS
"B's"
Secret Admirer:
· wuii~~? .
Happy _Valentine's Day,!!!!_!
Happy Valentine's _Day.
Sorry Charley. only the best
Love, Secret Admirer "2"
tuna gets to be my Valentine!
Happy Valentine's Day to his
Junior,
Next of Kin!
You are a terrific person and I
FUZZY,
Don't Have To Be A Star
am lucky to have you for a friend.
From August 31, 1974
Happy Valentine's Day!
T1ll forever
You·r friend,
I love you!
Mike,
Sam
KISSY
Watch out when you come out
of the water- a White Hornet will
Dart after you . Happy Valentine's
DUKE:
Tony M. [E.S.J
Day!
.
You're wrong. There are still
Happy Valentine's Day,
DiffN' Darf
Guess??? pe·o ple who love you. Happy
Valentine's Day. (P .S. I haven't
forgotten, just can't find the time
Rich,
To David, my favorite counselor, to pick it up.)
Happy Valentine's Day!
IOU-1-JB
Happy Valentine's Day.
Left In A Comer
Cindy
.r

;

.,,

77
PRINT ·
.!_14~,~F~e~b~.,~1!,:,9~
~'.!, ---:-------:...:.:.:.=-r
i 7°;_-::-, _
Speci!ll Valentine ...
Dear Chicken Little:
Happy Valentines Day Sweets!
Love Always,
Chicken Licken [5-1)

J .P.
Valentine you sure do cuddle
good-,Like a teddy bear valentine
shoold!
N.S.

•
---------------

BOBBY & SHARON:
Tuesday ' s are beginning to
become rootine and routines are
boring. Got any exciting ideas?
Don't listen to the popcorn ·eater's
ideas ... he's all talk anyway.
· MEAGAIN

---------------Dear Popcom eater:
No, no, and don't ask me a third
time or yoo may be surprised at
the answer you'll get. Keep it up
and I might just enjoy being...
Bobby'_s girl
P.S. Just kidding. Yoo 'll always
be mY, main man.

To my little blond girl:
Truly yoo have filled up- · my
senses• iny life has been brighumed by your sunshine on_ my
shoulders radiating from your
face. For all the good times before
Dear Acquaintance,
and all those to come- we shall ride
I really wasn 't asleep Sat .,
a SIL VER STREAK of fun and
during your speech. I heard evey
happiness.
word, and just hope that it wasn't
Love, John Denver another one of yoor "lines!" I
~
·r- - - - ... • agree completely, and just hope
THANKS /.
''l.
.,
fate takes the right course.
Just Another Caring Acquain·
To all 6f the wonderful people
tance
who helped to make the Second
V.S. Happy Valentine's Day!
Annual SCEC Winter Carnival a
success. Special thanks to the
'
handsome· photographer . .
Joe,
Linda
GET A JOB!!!!
S.M.
- -

-

- - ••

¥

-

-

•

·personals

Dear Dover,
Here's the ·personal that you've
always wanted. How's Ben?

Dear Bev, Dave, and Carmen;
Anonymous
I just want.ed to say that if not ,
P
.S
.
Keep
up
the
good
woik as
for ALL of your help, . I think
·
Minnie wouldn've started tossing President.
cupcakes .into the Bozo Buckets ...
or some such oddity. Anyway,
I may think .Warren Beatty is
thanks much again.
Love to you all, sexy, but my hairstylist has a
Jean genuine cake-cutting smile. So
there!!

To all of you who helped with
SCEC's Carnival:
Let it be known that those
persoilll studying to help exceptional children are EXCEPTION. AL themselves!
With love,
Jeannie [alias Minnie Pearl)

Tarry-Thank you for last Friday night.
Wasn't that an exciting crash?
That plus ·your presence made for
an extremely wonderful evening.
Denis
P.S. If I were P .R. would you still
like me?

· TO THE . GREEK STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
I ACCEPT YOUR INVITATION; ONLY IF I COULD
SPEAK GREEK . GIVE MY
LOVE TO THE GREEK GOD OF
BEAUTY.
LAWRENCE OF ARABIA

Dear Lena,
I love yoor chest!!!!!!!!
·
a f:le(ftt admirer
BAGS IS STILL GUNGY ............ .

To Mike of TKE~
Happy Birthday!!! 2-11 I'll give
yoo._anything you want, Just ask.
&om Mary

Lost: Kodak polycontrast F paper
in art department dark room.
Aboot 75 sheets still in the box.
Please call x.440 Pauline

Coach M.B.: .
A person can only give their
best, and you have, be happy with
that!
Afan
To my plastic fantastic sexist
machine,
Twist my nails and I'll tum '
your screws ........ .
Hot Love,
The Human Torch

Bonzo Babysitter,
,
Can't wait to get home and help
you break in your new mattress
cover.
C.C.'s Momml

Jag Rabin
whats the zip code of Australia ..
•
Dave

To whomever wrote the last
personal to Olivia and used my
name, please be man enough to use
you own.
Brent

TOE-JOB:
Damn, has it been a
long month. . . or has it only
been a ·week? See ya tomorrow
night.

Steve ...
I hear your periscope shows
when you do the back" float.
(things are lodting up) ... ..
linda blair

Olivia,
Thanks for the Bayers.

Nice to know the wonderer has
good taste and class, But hang it
up ... and take a pass. From t he old
lady of the handsome dude with
the black hair who introduces the
concerts.
3 494:
You have my support and prayers as long as it is neeqed. I only
hope everything turns out the best
for you and that brighter days will
soon be here. "Love is patience."
4/24/74

'.fo All Foreign Language Personal
Writers:
We regret tbat from now on we
cannot publish your personal
unless a English Version accom•
panies it.
The Editors

Robert Redford:
Commona niy housa arida I
amaka yoo da pizzapiea. _

xox

Brent
PS: Be wary of imposters. -.._
Guinness
You are a true friend and I love
you for it !
Disgusted Carpenter.
OliviaDo you regret knowing us two
jokers for two years'l' Well, I hope
you can put up with us tonight.
We plan to have a lot of fun!! DJS II
Patti R.
Give a call sometime.

M.B.
Descant•
That choir loft in the sky . ain't
really so high!
Bass

------------ . - ·

Darlene.
Sorry about the Fulbright, -in
more ways than one! Now I won't .
get to see you until August. Actually, I can't think of a better way
to waste my time than thinking,,
of you!!
P .S. I just started my new job today! Maybe I'll be able to afford
to visit you!
Bonzo
Please ,tell your mommy
that life is awful without her!!!
., •
You Anteater friend
Attention!!
Support the Christiana Fire Victerns Relief Fund. Send your contributions to: Christiana Fire Relief, c/o Ken Davis, 5442 Christiana, Chicago
Dear Yogurt Maker,
Woody Allen flunked motion
picture production anil english,
Barbara Walters flunked Advanced-Contract Negotiating a!,ld Leon
Uris flunked high school English
three times. Look at the bright
•side if we fail on the farm no one
will be there to grade us. Soil Tiller

BARBRA
It will last forever. it tore ,me
apart because I did not see you on
Sunday. FIE, I love yoo.
KRIS

-

M.K.,

·

ART .
Soil Tiller:
" .. .feeling groovy ... " see what
Can I plant the com? What•do
yoo do to me you persistent little
yoo think of lettuce and tomatoes? . devil.
·
I'll how while you till. I think
PAUL SIMON
Crickett shoold have a girlfriend.
Let's name her Candy. What
flavor yogurt first?
BRENT
Yogurt Maker
I was ready to join you Monday
night. Yoo can only take so much
bickerigg.
Dear Tom Malouf:
ROBERT REDFORD
Have a Happy Birthday on
February 161!1!1!
Luv,
DEAR KARIN
"Kid"
George will be a welcome addition.
He is one of my most favorite
puppy dogs.
Tom:
JIM
Happy Birthday from me too ..
.
Ann ,

--- --,-- - - -- - - - -

_ - - - : : - -, -.

?William?
Getting my boat ready to cross
many oceans!
_
Bazoka Fortune Number 43

•

---------------
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SMOKEY THE BEAR
It's supposed to be warm. That
might make it little more pleasant.
By .the way, you•~ receiving this
late because the paper came out on
Monday instead of Friday.
FIVER

Grazie Grazie .
Ticket Girl:
VIVA
Here it goes again, It's always
Dear Chris, .
daikest before the dawn, the best
Thanks much again for all your
things in life are worth waiting for, Dearest Wedge,
"· help . The Bozo Buckets just
if at first you don't succeed try,
It was beautiful seeing you
wouldn't have been the same
try, try, again. Cliches are what again aft.er such a long time. Say
withoot yoo .
heips And now for the biggy, "hi" to Dave for me.
Peace,
Psalm 34:4.
Love always,
Jean
Teller B31
Linda

Glad you appreciated your birthday gift. Better late than never.
Thanks for a better attitude -towards me. Anythings better than
last summer. Your friendship was
there when most needed. If you
ever need the same, I'll be there.
Your little clown
Steve [hockey player]
. •
I can fix you up with· a nice
blonde, but she wants 20 kids the
first year...
dave...
Robert Redford,
Please disregard my last personal to you.
/
Beau
90 degree incisors,
How can I control myself with
you tempting me so. Thanks for
the neck massage.
Beau

To a great back scratcher,
·
And in the end our relationship
comes full circle back to what I
wanted in -the 'beginning (though
perhaps a little less physical).
Through all this t·he ~mly things
lost are your fear and my feeling
of responsibility. And the only
thing-gained is undefftancling..
FroJII the gu)· w,ho1plays all
your~\'.l:s.a!bums

- - - - - - - - - - -;- - "~ J;S.
Watch out for that Tarry she's not the Chicago Fox!! WiH
I see you (with Linda!) Friday?
DJSI
Baby-cl
the story of O was filmed in your
house but I won't tell anybody ....
Dave
Dear Mark,
We would all like to get together again and thank you for the
most w9nderfullest time five ladies could ever have with one man.
P.S. See you in Kentucky
Mex.••
i heard the girl you went out with
had a baby mex last week.
Dr.Diablo••• ·
TO THE 1977 VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM AND COACH DE
VINCENT
GOOD LUCK AT THE GAME
IN GREENBAY! LET'S SHOW
THEM WHO'S TOPS!!!!
Mark.
I love opera, but its the music
I hate ...
dave•.•
Dr. Tremble
THIS IS NOT DRAKE UNIVERSITY YOU KNOW. EVERYBODY AT THIS SCHOOL IS.
EQUAL.
PLO
-Wass
the maverick will make an appearance on homecoming feb. 28 ...
dave
Markz
If you and rabin are not from
mars there must be another planet
that contains jags . ..
. dave

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SAL UR·
SINO [SKINNY-BUTT)
BEST WISHES ON YOUR
BIRTHDAY FEBRUARY 16,
1977 ·
LOVE ALWAYS"B's"

Dave
blondes are by far the best
creatures on the earth.
dave

Dear Mark,
Yoo have been officially declared SICK. By the psychoanalysts of the cafeteria. '
From the followers of Freud ·
Dana & Monica

. Skull... .
If I·don't bowl a 200 in february
I will . take a shower. with my
ball.: ..
s.f.

--- ~----------PUNYA,
.
IM MADLY IN LOVE WITH
YOU!
GOTCHA ~
P.S. DID YOU GET MY LAST
PERSONAL?
To THE BLONDE-HAIRED BOY
"OF THE ICE":
I just wanted to know if you are
a card shark on the side, since
you got stuck shuffling
the deck of cards?!?! I hope I
am using the so-called "Correct
Grammar and Diction.''
.
Too scared t,p say HELLO!
To the blond haired girl who plays
poolin the game room:
. 1 1 .. •
I don' know you, but I'd like to
meet you. I've bt,en ~nown to plaJ
some pool myself. '
Someone who ~·ou've seen
D.M.
Last week I didn't care.
Last month I didn't care.
Last night I didn't care,
and I still don't care,
it's been nice.
t.k.
p.s. it's only your leg that I'm
pulling.
DJSI:
Hope you get a new one soon.
I'm al~ost out of jumps.
DJS II

BobT:
Personals, Personals, I must
keep repeating to myself, "We're
not the Reader, one column, •.7
med, We're not the Reader .. . :·
I'll probably be drawing dotted .
limt>s in my sleep for ;weeks. And
we thought a whole page was
-------' . a bit much.

_____ _

ouiu

How is your club coming along'!
I hop,• it dm·s not tak,• you away
from us.
ROBERT

PAN INN LIBBY
I'm still waiting to some kind of
imitation of James Cagney imitating George M. Cohan. I don·t care
who does it either.
A CO\CEl_{\El) l)Rl'\K

' JU>Y1 LOVE YOU! ·
Jl:\l!\IY
Dear Nozalap,
Happy Birthday.
Love,
Th,· Littll· Siskrs

l)JS 11
You're• a real friend and~ Sl!per
p.. rson. How come we Ul'v ur go
out anvmore? Is it because you
lost an :.N .. in your na me'!
!)JS I
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sports
Icemen lose to

·NIU 4-2
by John Stepal
A crowd of about eighty
people were on hand last
Sunday to observe the showdown between Northern Illinois and Northeastern. Very
few, if any, walked away
disappointed at what they haa
seen. For Ice Eagle fans,
however, the outcome was
gloomy, as the Huskies outlasted UNI, 4-2.
For ~ long time it appeared
that Northeastern was destined to snap · their losing
streak at eleven, as Emil
Twardowski scored two goals
in the first period to give the
Ice Eagles a 2-0 lead. During
the mitial period Mike Romito,
the Eagles' netminder, stopped
everything that came his way,
and · played one of his best
games of the season on this
date. Center Dave Starzynski
was all over the ice, getting ba
ck on defense and often
breaking up several of Northern ' s would-be scoring attempts. At the end of the
period he absorbed a skate in
the back, but played the res~

joek
\. shorts
by John Stepal
A clarification statement is
in_order for last week's article
concerning the women's athletic teams. I did not mean to put
the women's program down in
any way. It was never my
intention to have stated the
·article in that manner. I'm
only sorry I realized this one
week too late.
Pom-p-om tryouts will be
held in the gym · at 1: 00 on
· March 1,3,8, and 10. For
additional information contact
any one _of the porn-porn girls.
They are: Lia Bombicino, Sue

of the game despite it.
The Huskies got on the
scoreboard midway thro\lgh
the second period, though, as
their center made a fantastic
move · to get around Al
Blitstein, and then beat Romito to cut the Eagles' lead in
half. Northern proceeded to tie
the game about five minutes
later at 16:27 when ·an
excellent wrist sh-:>t off a
faceoff got past Mike, and the
;econd period ended with no
further scoring.
The third period was very
distinct from the first two in
that · only one penalty was
called during it. The first two
periods were marred by penalties, as the game contained
some vicious checking. Also,
both teams seemed a little
m0f'e cautious on defense than
in the first two stanzas. This
did not take anything away
from the game, however, as
each passing moment increased the mounting tension. .

would . go into overtime, _ as
both teams had chances but
could not score. Romito, along
with defensemen Blitstein,
Bob - Jermal, Joe Jelen, and
Dennis Soboj, was spectacular, '
as this tandem turned every
Northern threat aside. The
Huskies ' defense, however,
was just as effective.
At 15:25, though, Northern
took the lead for the first time,
as one of their players hit the
puck in •midair to score ~he
Huskies' third goal. Try as
they might, the Eagles could
not gef this counter back, even
though they pulled Romito for
.Photo by Ann F. Holda
a sixth attacker with a minute
l~ft to play . The Huskies
The most frustrating thing
tallied their final goal, an abqut . this year, though, is ·
empty net score, with just that the Eagles could be 14:9'
seven seconds left, and thereby just as easily &s 7-16. The
ended Northeastern•·s title as- current losing streak has seen
pirations.
the Eagles beaten eve~y way
It's easy to look at the possible. On a few occasions
Eagles' 7-16 record and con- they were slaughtered, but it
clude that they are in the - was · almost always to a
rebuilding process. Being the powerhouse, such as Ferris
observer of a number ·of State or Illinois State. They
games, I can truthfully say had to play catch-up hockey in
that this is an unfair state- some games, with their home
ment. It would be a very game against Lewis a classic
taxing job to find a team· that example of this. They also
has had more bad luck than managed to squander leads, as
this season's Ice Eagles. At they did against Bradley and
one time or another, all of their Lewis. (road games) Finally,
defensemen- have . been sidethey lost many games during
lined with injuries. A lack of
✓ depth to begin' with has forced
coach Mark Breen to · juggle
his lineup. In many of their
games the Eagles have had
only two lines to work with,

more hockey photos page 11
the closing inin:utes, with their
contests ~gain.sf Harper, DuPage; arid NIU positive proof
of this. The Eagles have been
in every game that they've
played with teams of their own
caliber, with the lone exception
being their home game against
Morraine Valley.
In order for UNL to make
the playoffs, ironically, they
must now hope that Northern
can defeat Bradley in one of
their two upcoming meetings.
Presumably, this will occur. I
,sure hope so, because if any
team ever deserved a better
fate, it's our own Ice Eagles.

Cagers trample
Williams College

by John Stepal
points, mainly on the strength
The Golden Eagles returned of their hot shooting during
to their winning ways last
this time.
·
Friday as they buried George
It was at this point,
Williams, 92-67 . Northeasthowever, that the' Eagles
ern's balanced scoring more
pulled away from the Indians.
than offset the one-man exhib." Several steals caused by
ition put on by Steve Grimes,
Northeastern's
ball-hawking
· the Indians' center, who led all
press put them into a position
scorers with 25 points. The
which George Williams never
victory improved the Eagles ' , aga1n threatened. UNI coasted
record to 14-10, and 5-2 in the
home the rest of the way, as
Kathy Koril of the UNI conference.
the final score was also their
Gymnastics Team displays her
For a while it appeared that
biggest lead.
skill on the Balance Beam. GWC was going to give the
The Eagle's scoring attack
UNI particpated in · a TriEagles a similar battle to the
included five players in double
School Meet held here on
game played here earlier this
figures. The guards, Bobby
Tuesday, February 8. [Photo year, when UNI barely squeak,
Beckam and Lamarr Mondane,
_by Ann F. Holda]
ed by ·the Indians, 67-61. It
contributed 19 and 18 points,
took Northeastern almost
respectively. Ron Bates played
three minutes to score their
a fine game, blocking several
first basket, and, if not for the
shots and adding 16 -points to
Indians' cold shooting, UNI
boot. Sam Clark finished with
would've found themselves
12, Rutues accounted for 11,
trailing by a big margin very
and Gary Briars also helped ·
early in the ballgame. The
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